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AND CHANGE IN ZONING FOR PROPOSED KIHEI POLICE STATION
(C.C. No. 10 10)
-

CHAIR BAISA: . . . (gavel) . . . Good afternoon. Will the meeting of the Land Use Committee,
please come to order. Chair would like to note that there is a quorum present. And I'd like to
call this meeting to order asking everyone in the room if you have any kind of a cell phone or a
pager or anything that makes noise, would you please check and make sure that it's on the
silent mode so that we will not be disrupted or interrupted this afternoon. I'd like to introduce
myself. I'm Gladys Baisa. I'm the Chair of the Land Use Committee. And I'd like to
introduce my Members that are here today. I'd like to introduce our Council Chair, Danny
Mateo, who's a Member of this Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Good afternoon, Chairman.
CHAIR BAISA: Good afternoon. And next to him is Member Jo Anne Johnson, also a Member.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Aloha.
CHAIR BAISA: And Bill Medeiros, Member.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aloha and good afternoon, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: And Wayne Nishiki, Member of the Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Good afternoon.
CHAIR BAISA: And Member Joe Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Good afternoon, Chair.
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CHAIR BAISA: Good afternoon, everybody. And excused for the time being are Members
Mike Molina, Member Sol Kaho'ohalahala and Member Victorino. And it's my understanding
that they'll be joining us as we begin here. From the Department of Corporation Counsel this
afternoon we have James Giroux, our Deputy Corporation Counsel.
MR. GIROUX: Good afternoon, Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Good afternoon. And from the Executive Branch, we have Jeffrey Dack, Planner
from the Department of Planning.
MR. DACK: Good afternoon.
CHAIR BAISA: Good afternoon. And also in the audience as a back-up--I don't know. There she is.
She moved. Kathleen Aoki, the Deputy Director of Planning. And she's standing by in case
we need her help. And we also have with us a representative from the Department of Water
Supply, the Deputy Director, Eric Yamashige. He's in the gallery. And we also have standing
by, Ms. Cheryl Okuma, from the...Department. She's the Director of Environmental
Management. And Milton Arakawa, the Director of Public Works. Also we have quite a few
representatives from the Department of the Police. We have with us our Chief,
Mr. Gary...Yabuta. And we have Captain Lawrence Hudson, Department of Police.
MR. HUDSON: Good afternoon, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: And we also have Deputy Chief of Police, Clayton Tom. We also have
Assistant Chief Wayne Ribao, Assistant Chief Danny Matsuura and Assistant Chief
Sidney Kikuchi. Not here. Here.
MR. HUDSON: He's not here.
CHAIR BAISA: But we have some other folks. Welcome, and we're glad you're here. We're lucky
we have lot of reinforcements, just in case. We also have with us from the Police Department
representatives. We have Mike Munekiyo of Munekiyo and Hiraga. We also have Erin Mukai
of Munekiyo and Hiraga. We also have Aaron Fujii, the Project Architect of Mitsunaga and
Associates. And we have Kyle Nishioka, the Project Engineer from Mitsunaga and Associates.
So as you can see, we have a good contingent of folks here to help us today. Also have my
Committee Staff, Pauline Martins, our Secretary. And we have Carla Nakata, our Legislative
Attorney. Chair would also like to note the presence of Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you. We will be accepting public testimony starting in just a few moments.
Those wishing to testify should sign up at the table set up in the lobby. Testimony will be
limited to three minutes. The yellow light will indicate that you have 30 seconds remaining
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and should begin to conclude. Testifiers are requested to state their name for the record and to
indicate who they are representing if that is applicable. Members, today we have one item, one
single item on our agenda. That's Land Use 32. Community Plan Amendment, District
Boundary Amendment, and Change in Zoning for the Proposed Kihei Police Station. The
Committee will now accept public testimony. At the present time we have two testifiers signed
up. Our first testifier will be Ronald Vaught. And Mr. Vaught will be followed by
Mike Moran. If there's anybody else, Chair would ask you to please sign up. Mr. Vaught.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Just—I know...you...this is unusual, but I'm never really late all
the time. But you didn't recognize that I'd come in late so I just wanted to let you know I'm
here.
CHAIR BAISA: I'm sorry I didn't see you -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's okay.
CHAIR BAISA: --sneak in on the side.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's okay. That's okay, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Victorino is also present.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Ow, ow. Just wanna make sure.
MR. VAUGHT: He's not eating into my three minutes, is he?
CHAIR BAISA: No, dear. . . .(Laughter). . .
COUNCIL MEMBERS: . . .(Laughter). . .
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You got two and a half left. Hurry up. . . . (Laughter).. .
CHAIR BAISA: Well, you know, we...we joke back and forth about being Portuguese and how much
we talk. So you'll have your full three minutes, Mr. Vaught. Go right ahead.
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. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY...
MR. VAUGHT: Aloha, Madam Chair, Members of the County Council's Land Use Committee.
Thank you for the opportunity to speak today. On my signup sheet I said that I was
representing myself but I'm really representing the Maui Police Commission. And I am the
representative from Kihei. My name is Ronald Vaught and I've lived in Kihei for nearly
40 years. When I moved to Maui in 1958, the home that I own now hadn't been built yet.
Most of Kihei ended at Azeka's Store. I was managing radio station KNUI, Maui's second
radio station. And when my wife and I moved to Kihei, there were three radio stations on
Maui. Maui kept growing. Kihei had gained several thousand new residents along the way and
the town began to push its way towards Kihei Kai Nani. Our police and security needs were
serviced by the Wailuku Police Station. As tourism wasn't a big issue at the time, it worked
out okay. But in 1974, '75 the Iao to...to Makena water pipeline was built. Condominiums
began popping up and Kihei's population began to grow. The Piilani Highway was built.
Housing developments were established along the way along South Kihei Road and above
Piilani Highway. Development started in Wailea and Makena, two fine resorts with thousands
of hotel rooms and luxury condominiums welcoming thousands of visitors to Maui and to
South Maui particularly.
Our Kihei resident population numbers began to swell to 30,000 or more and on any given day
tourism adds another several thousand. The Police Department established the police presence
at the Kihei Town Center. Maui now is...has 14 radio stations and a population of around
140,000. It's time that Kihei has a complete-service police station with a compliment of
officers and staff befitting the town, it's size and importance. We beseech you ladies and
gentlemen of the Council to please put Kihei's police station on the top of your list. Make it a
priority. I thank you for your consideration.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Vaught. Members, questions for the testifier? If not, thank you very
much. Our next testifier will be Mike Moran. Is there anyone else out there who would like to
testify? Mr. Moran, it's all yours.
MR. MORAN: Aloha, Madam Chair and Members of the Committee. My name is Mike Moran and
I'm representing the Kihei Community...Association today. When the Kihei Community
Association is taking a position on...on a government action we go to our members and rarely
do we get a unanimous but we try and get a...at least a plurality of the people to agree on
something. With this particular issue we didn't have one objection. I don't—I can't imagine
there's anyone in Kihei, resident, business member who does not think this is a long-overdue
facility for our community. Mr. Vaught gave a...a good long history explaining how we've
grown. Or, as I'm sure you guys are all aware of as well. I think just one additional point. Not
only is the little storefront facility too small, inadequate, it's also in the tsunami zone. And a lot
of folks in...in Maui in Kihei or South Maui are concerned about that in general. And certainly
we want our first responders to be above—God forbid—that we do get that kind of a natural
occurrence. So...pretty simple, we would just ask you to, yes, please expedite this and let's get
5
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this station built for South Maui and for the...entire island. Thank you very much for the
opportunity. Aloha.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Moran. The Chair would like to note the presence of Vice-Chair of
this Committee, Mike Molina.
VICE-CHAIR MOLIINA: Thank you, Madam Chair. Apologies for being late.
CHAIR BAISA: That's all right. Members, any questions for Mr. Moran? Hold on, Mike, just in
case. Seeing none, thank you very much. I have received no other request for testimony... for
testifying. Is there anybody else out there who'd like to testify? Seeing nobody rushing up,
without objection, the Chair would like to close public testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Public testimony is closed for today.

... END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .
CHAIR BAISA: Members, before the Committee are four revised proposed bills to facilitate the
development of a Kihei Police Station on approximately 10.238 acres of County-owned
property. These revised proposed bills were transmitted by correspondence dated
January 25 th , 2010, from the Department of Corporation Counsel and are for the following
purposes. First, to amend the Community Plan and Land Use map from Park to
Public/Quasi-Public. Second, to amend the State Land Use District classification from
Agricultural to Urban. And third, to change the zoning from Agricultural District to P-1
Public/Quasi-Public Public District with no conditions of zoning. And fourth, an alternative
version of the Change in Zoning bill to provide for the same P-1 Public/Quasi. Public District
zoning but with the project acknowledgements contained at Pages 10 through 13 of the
Department of Planning's report incorporated as proposed conditions of zoning. The Chair
requested that the alternative version of the Change in Zoning bill be prepared to promote both
flexibility and efficiency for the Committee. I have asked the consultant for the Department of
Police, Mike Munekiyo, to provide the Committee with a PowerPoint presentation. The
Committee will be in recess for two minutes to prepare the Chamber for the presentation. The
meeting is now in recess. . . . (gavel) .. .

RECESS:

1:48 p.m.

RECONVENE: 1:50 p.m.
CHAIR BAISA: . . . (gavel) . . . Will the meeting please come back to order? Mr. Munekiyo.
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. . . BEGIN PRESENTATION
HON...
MR. MUNEKIYO: Thank you, Madam Chair, Members of the Land Use Committee. My name is
Mike Munekiyo. I'm with Munekiyo and Hiraga. And we've been assisting the Police
Department in the Land Use entitlements process including the preparation of the Chapter 343
environmental assessment. What we'd like to do this afternoon is provide an overview of the
project and speak to some of the I think some of the key issues which are important to
moving this project forward. So we'll move to the first slide. Just as background, we do have
Department of Police representatives, Mr. Fujii from the Mistunaga and Associates. He's the
Project Architect. Civil Engineer as well from Mitsunaga and Associates, Kyle Nishioka is
here. And Aaron Mukai and myself are here from Munekiyo and Hiraga.
This is a site location map just to give an orientation of where the property is located.
Kanani Road here, Piilani Highway here. As additional reference, the Kihei Wastewater
Reclamation Facility is located here. The project actually involves two tax map parcels, TMK
2-2-02 Parcel 70. This is the larger of the parcels. It's the 150-acre County parcel previously,
I...I think, set aside for a regional park. The project site encompasses a portion of Parcel 70,
approximately 10.24 acres here. There's also an access easement going through Parcel 69 here.
Parcel 69 as we'll note later is owned by Monsanto. The...the Land Use entitlements District
Boundary amendment, Community Plan amendment and Change in Zoning would apply to
Parcel 70 here only. Parcel 69 access is permitted through agricultural land so nothing is being
done with respect to Land Use entitlements on Parcel 69. Next slide.
Just a summary of what the...proposed action...encompasses. There'll be a main police
station, approximately 47,000 square feet. Again, parcel acreage, little over ten acres. It will
include the full compliment of police support facilities, meeting spaces, training areas, holding
cells, storage space and so forth. There's also gonna be accompanying site grading,
landscaping, installation of underground utilities, drainage improvements in the form of drain
lines and detention basin, roadway access, and parking. The estimated project cost is about
$40 million. Next slide.
And I think the testifier spoke to the project need. The current...police office in Kihei
is...operates out of the Kihei Town Center. It currently occupies about 2,400 square feet and it
shares utility lines with other establishments. Of course, it lacks security and safety measures
that are considered basic in meeting the goals of the Police Department. And basically, again,
this is a project that is quite important because of the current inadequacies of the current
facility. And I think it was also mentioned that that current police station is also in the flood
zone. Next slide.
Just a...a real quick history on where we've been with the project. As I mentioned, we did
prepare the draft environmental assessment. That draft EA was published in the OEQC Notice
in April. The Maui Planning Commission met also in April to provide comments on the draft
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EA. And the final EA was published as a finding of no significant impact with the Office of
Environmental Quality Control in June of last year. Following the OEQC Notice we did have a
meeting at... in the community at the end of July. And that was followed by the Maui Planning
Commission's consideration of the three applications, the District Boundary Amendment,
Change in Zoning and Community Plan Amendment. And that meeting occurred in September
of 2009. Next slide.
Just to recap, I think I went over this previously. Two parcels, TMK Parcel 70, Parcel 69.
Parcel 70 is owned by the County of Maui. It is vacant and undeveloped and it encompasses
the 10.24-acre project site. The other owned by Monsanto and serves...or will serve as access
easement only. Next slide.
This is just a recap of the amendments...or Land Use entitlements we are seeking. We are
seeking a State Land Use District Boundary amendment from the Agricultural to Urban district.
Maui County Change in Zoning from Agricultural to Public/Quasi-Public and the Community
Plan amendment from Park to Public/Quasi-Public.
This is just a...a site photo to give you an idea of what the...the property looks like.
Predominantly vegetative with buffalo grass and kiawe. Kinda rolling, actually...there'ssome, some areas gets to be quite steep which slopes up to 20 percent. But it is an undulating
site with, again, undeveloped site. Next slide.
This is a photo at the corner of Kanani Street on the makua side of Piilani Highway. This is
Piilani Highway heading towards Wailea-Makena. So the project site is in this locale at this
corner right here. And you can see that this intersection is a signalized intersection at Kanani
and Piilani Highway. Next slide.
This is an elevation of the building as we look from the west. As you notice, it is a two-story
building. And I...1 call this out to your attention because it's something that we...we are in
process with right now. That the building height in total from finish floor to top of roof is 44
feet. In the Public/Quasi-Public zoning designation the maximum height permitted is 35 feet.
So we do have a variance application in with the Planning Department. We are ready to be
scheduled before the Board of Variances and Appeals and we'd like to get that BVA hearing
conducted after we conclude the Land Use amendment process. So everything's ready to go.
Again, what we're looking at is moving the process along as...as quickly as we can. But we
are needing to get a variance for this height at this location. There have been questions as to
what this might look like from a view impact standpoint so we do have a couple of photos
which I think might be helpful to understand view implications, so we'll go to the next slide.
This is at Kanani Street-Piilani Highway intersection. This is Piilani Highway moving towards
the south. And so the project site is in this location here. And I just wanna point out that—
additional pieces of information—that this is a fully signalized intersection. Left turn lane in
both directions so, you know, from a traffic intersection improvement standpoint this was quite
8
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helpful for this location. But going back to the...the view matter or site matter, again, we are
looking from this location towards the police station and we've overlaid the building at the next
slide. And this is what the building would look like from this location. Again, 44 feet. It's
very—actually when you are passing along Piilani Highway the orientation of the...the
building is such that it's not parallel to the highway but more at an angle so really the architect
has designed it so as to minimize any view impacts as you are traveling along the road looking
mauka. Next slide.
Again, here's Piilani Highway. Again, the angle of the police station rather than having it
square against Piilani Highway, it's...it...kind of an angle so that it can minimize the view
impacts. The setback from the highway to the nearest point of the building is about 65 feet.
Other important elements of the site—let me just give you a summary of the parking. There's
parking for 74 public stalls. I think these are in the front. We have employee parking at 127,
this location here. And we have an equivalent of 69 stalls for impound parking. This would be
the secured area for vehicles, for example, which may involve...may be involved in accidents.
So the total parking equivalent, 270 stalls. The other important feature of the site is the
tension...detention basin here, drainage detention basin to accommodate the...the storm runoff.
And I think we've got an illustration of that in the slide which follows. Next slide. Oh,
actually two slides down.
But this is the...architect's rendering of what the building will look like. This is the front view
from the west. Go to the next slide.
A similar type of view from the west looking up. And I...I think, you know, the architects have
gone to the UDRB. I think have received have favorable comments regarding the design and I
think all in...in keeping with the...the...design themes which they feel are...would be
appropriate for this region of the island. Next slide.
Talk a little bit about water. Total demand as calculated by the engineers, about 18,000 gallons
a day. Of that total, 1,500 gallons approximately will be used for domestic demand and that is
for the restrooms, drinking water, so forth. The balance, irrigation, would be 16,500 gallons
per day. There's a lot of grass areas. And this irrigation demand is being accommodated by the
R1 water system from the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation Facility. So the actual demand from
a domestic system standpoint, 1,500 gallons. The Police Department has been working with
the Water Department for...over the past few months. And I believe we did get a letter from
Water Department saying that they would be able to support the project with the...the use of
the R1 water and an equivalent of 1,500 gallons being used for the facility itself. Next slide.
This is just a...summary of the drainage system. I spoke of the detention basin at this location
earlier. But effectively all of the runoff will be picked up by drain lines through this detention
basin. Any overflow then would then continue down. There is a State drainage swale in this
location and that would be accommodated by the State's drainage system here. Next slide.
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I think one of the things that is quite important to this stage is how do we design the building
for sustainability. They're a number of sustainability measures that are being incorporated into
the structure. I...I won't go through all but, of course, the use of R1 water being a significant
measure. The building is also designed to accommodate photovoltaic systems. It's not
something that's in the...design at this point but all of the facilities have been built in so...so
that at a future point in time when funding becomes available then photovoltaic can be
accommodated. I think one of the questions that might be of interest is whether or not we will
be seeking LEED certification. The answer to that is LEED certification will not be sought.
However, the architects have done a LEED equivalent analysis and with the measures that they
do have in place right now, they can achieve LEED certification. But it's not something... it's
not a process that they'll be going through. It's that...just that there are a number of measures
here which have been incorporated will make this a quite sustainable building. And we can go
to the next slide to continue some examples of what is being incorporated. High efficiency air
conditioner systems, for example, that will contribute a lot towards energy efficiency. Next
slide.
Of course, the...the standard energy-efficient light fixtures, incorporating occupancy sensors
for lighting, use of recycled materials where appropriate. So, again, while formal LEED
certification is not being sought, the...the measures do come from a point system equal to a
certification, LEED certification and possibly better. Not certain at this point but it's
something, again, the architects have worked hard at in terms of getting it to be a sustainable
facility. And I believe that's the last slide. Thank you, Madam Chair.

. . . END OF PRESENTATION...
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Munekiyo. Members, we'll be in recess for just a couple minutes so
we can put the Chamber back to order. Meeting is now in recess. . . . (gavel) .. .

RECESS:

2:03 p.m.

RECONVENE: 2:05 p.m.
CHAIR BAISA: . . . (gavel) . . . Members, we are back in session. Thank you, Mr. Munekiyo, for
that presentation. Members, before we proceed you'll remember that I noted earlier that I had
requested that a proposed conditional zoning bill be prepared in...incorporating the 18-project
acknowledgements contained in the Department of Planning's report. The Maui Planning
Commission was apparently under the impression that a County project cannot be conditioned.
On Page 10 of the Department's report in what is referred to as "a list of modifications and
actions" which the Police Department has been willing to incorporate into the project
description. In order to provide the Committee with the flexibility of incorporating these
acknowledgements as conditions, should it choose to do so in an efficient manner, I've posted
alternative versions of the Change in Zoning legislation, one with conditions and one without.
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I'd like to ask Corp. Counsel before we begin our discussion what the legal effect is of project
acknowledgements set forth in the Department of Planning's report. That is, are project
acknowledgements enforceable? Mr. Giroux?
MR. GIROUX: Thank you, Madam Chair. These types of projects, when they deal with zoning—and
when I say these types meaning County... either County-initiated or County properties—always
raises unique situations in zoning where we're used to dealing with developers who...who are
considered applicants. In this situation when this...when this application was going through
the system at some point Corporation Counsel was asked for their opinion as to what was going
on. It was pretty far along in the process when...when we were brought in. The comment
coming out of my office was that we didn't wanna see conditions per se placed on...on a
County project that was initiated by the County where County lands were involved. Be...being
that that was the comment, there was comment coming out of the...the Planning Commission
about certain aspects of the project. The...the planners, I...I guess, were put in a strange
position because they weren't sure exactly... exactly what we were talking about anyway. But
to bring some clarity, in the report you'll see that the planners have what's called
propose...proposed...or proposals—what did you exactly—they...they termed them
acknowledgements. In the sense that an applicant would have certain... certain things in their
project that once they're presented it'd be very easy to go back into the report and look at...at
what the applicant was proposing to do and that whoever was the decision-maker would be
relying on those proposals. Then at some point in the conditions, the conditions would refer to
these types of commitments. And it would be enforceable in that way.
In...in the sense that this is a...a County project we were...we were hesitant into incorporating
these types of proposals into actual conditions in this to the extent that the County would be put
under certain...certain pressures where there would be some conflicts between...between
the...the branches being that you...you have an ordinance that would be putting a County
agency under certain mandates that they may or may not be able to accomplish without the help
of Council, meaning during your Budget process. So in attempts to at least move this project
forward the Planning Department has included in their report certain acknowledgements of the
project where the Police Department have shown commitment to meeting...meeting most of, or
all of, the comments coming out of the agencies. And we were asked to give you a draft
document of... of a ordinance, one ordinance that does not have any of the conditions in it. And
one that has all of them. I think that during your review, when you're going over each and
every condition that it should be part of your discussion as far as whether or not the
Police Department independently of the Council can meet those conditions. . .(end of tape,
start 1B at 2:11 p.m). . .be a policy decision about what's the nature of the conditions that
should be placed upon a project during its...during its entitlement phase because, like I said,
this is a unique situation where the Police Department is not a developer per se and they don't
really have the resources to—in their own budget or in their own authority—to come up with
monies to...to fulfill some of the conditions on their own. Again, the burden would come back
down to the Council in its process of budget. So I hope that at least opens the discussion,
Chair, as far as...as far as the enforceability, if...if the Police Department has committed to...to
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meeting certain requirements then it...it would be to their best of their ability in relying on
the...the budget of the...of the...of the Council. However, if there's minor conditions where
the monies are already available and it is clear that the Department can meet those conditions
then...then so be it. Those can be incorporated into conditions. And, again, it is...I think
we've mentioned this before, that by putting conditions on...on government projects, it
is...you're asking the agency that is doing the action to also be enforced on by the County. So
that presents a unique situation in and of itself. So that being said, Chair, we'll let you guys get
to work.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Mr. Giroux. Let's try and take this to the bottom line. I...I
love these legal answers. You...you have to listen very carefully not to get lost in them. Corp.
Counsel, whether... is the imposition of conditions essentially a policy decision for the
Council?
MR. GIROUX: I'm gonna keep it short. Yes. . .(Chuckles). . .
CHAIR BAISA: . . .(Laughs). . . Ooh, thank you, thank you. My kind of...my kind of answer.
Essentially, Council Members, what you're hearing is there is no prohibition on your
establishing...conditions on these matters before us today. Before we get into the discussion—
and I know we're gonna have a lot to decide here and a lot to talk about Chair would like to
ask the applicant, the consultant, just a question in regard to this. Mr. Munekiyo, thank you
very much. Do you... does the Police Department have any objections, in principle, to
incorporating the project acknowledgements as conditions of zoning?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Not in principle, Madam Chair. We've reviewed all of the...conditions and these
are conditions which can be accommodated. They're I think if it does get to a point where
the Committee decides to recommend the conditions, however, there is one which we think can
be amended to bring clarity to that condition.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair, could you ask Mr. Munekiyo to come a little bit
closer. He's very soft spoken, not like myself. And I can barely make him out on this end of
the table. Sorry.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Munekiyo, would you repeat that for the benefit of everyone, please?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I...I think as a matter of principle, the Department has reviewed the conditions
and these are conditions which can be complied with. And so it's not the...something that...I
think they would be objecting to although as the Corp. Counsel had indicated there may be one
or two which have budget implications beyond the control of the Department. I...I think,
however, as I mentioned there's one condition if it is that the Committee chooses to recommend
these acknowledgements as conditions of zoning we would have a recommendation for
amendment at that time.
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CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much, Mr. Munekiyo. That's a very straightforward answer.
Members, so you now understand the matter before us. And I am very open to listening to the
discussion. The Chair, of course, would like the opportunity to discuss the project and see what
more is there that we didn't learn in the PowerPoint. And I'm sure you have many questions.
But basically what we have here, of course, is a policy decision. And after all is said and done
and talked about, do we wish to impose conditions on the project on the zoning or do we not?
So, any comments before we dive in?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Question.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Munekiyo mentioned about two of the
conditions that may have budget implications and if maybe Captain Hudson can provide us
those conditions that he's talking about.
CHAIR BAISA: Surely. Captain Hudson, do you know what those two are? If not, maybe we can
have Mr. Munekiyo state what those are?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Or maybe Mr. Munekiyo?
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Munekiyo, can you help?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Yes, Madam Chair. May I refer to the draft bill for an ordinance...or bill for an
ordinance with the project acknowledgements?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, if everybody could please find that zoning bill with the attached conditions.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: That would help. We're all on the same page.
MR. MUNEKIYO: Yeah. Just one —
CHAIR BAISA: Go ahead.
MR. MUNEKIYO: --one example, Madam Chair and Committee Members. Proposed Condition
No. 1 states that in order to facilitate wastewater collection and treatment services to the site
and all to the satisfaction of the Department of Environmental Management, the Department of
Police shall fund any necessary off-site improvements to the collection system and wastewater
pump stations. These, although we don't...expect it at this point, these are standard conditions
or conditions like this is a standard condition which basically has a funding-type of implication
down the line. At building permit, as an example. And there's...there's another one relating
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to—I...I can't recall...oh. Condition No. 9, which basically says that the Department of
Police—at the last sentence on the Condition No. 9—that the Department of Police should
discuss with the State DOT the merits of extending project landscaping onto and within the
Piilani Highway right-of-way if possible. Although, you know, we haven't had discussions
with DOT, if it is a requirement that that type of landscaping be done within the right-of-way,
of course, then there is not only the initial cost of landscaping but the O&M implications which
haven't been resolved. So that's another kind of cost implication which comes into play.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. I think that clarifies matters a lot. Members, there are
conditions in here as you know that are very standard and are not really...going to cause a lot
of financial strain on the Police Department to comply with as opposed to those that
Mr. Munekiyo pointed out. So it is your pleasure whether you would like to go through this list
which is...which the Chair is, you know, taking us in that direction to go through the...the list.
We can decide which ones we'd like to...keep in, which ones we feel should be removed
or...or modified, and possibly if there will be additional ones. Everybody okay with moving
that way?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: No objections.
CHAIR BAISA: No objections?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR NISHIKI: Madam Chair?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

got a question.

CHAIR BAISA: As our area representative, please.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I got a question.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Mike.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Munekiyo.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You know, you know, you said that these so-called...whatever
they're...project acknowledgements, when these were put on by the—I guess, the Planning
Commission heard it. Did the Police Department object to any of them?
MR. MUNEKIYO: The Police Department did not object to any of them.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Did the Police...Department have in their funding sources the
ability to do these conditions?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I don't think any specific line item was referenced in terms of the overall project
budget—although Captain Hudson could probably answer better than I could—because these
were very specific conditions which would need to be incorporated as part of the overall
project. But I'm not...I...it's not...wasn't something that were...these were not line items that
were specifically discussed with respect to the overall project budget.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr...Captain Hudson?
MR. HUDSON: Madam Chair, Captain Hudson, thank you. Councilmember Nishiki, we...from the
very inception of this, we assumed that those costs were standard and they were already
calculated into the cost of the project. So...when we went in front of Planning Commission,
no, we did not have objections to that. As...as mentioned before by Mr. Munekiyo there are
some languages that we'd like to change in some of the acknowledgents [sic] but most of
the...acknowledgments there is no concern. We can comply.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. Thank you. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Pau, Mr. Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I'm done.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you. Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Madam Chair, having heard that from the Department, I guess, in
the interest of being more efficient, could we just focus initially on those conditions where they
do have specific language concerns? If we could do that?
CHAIR BAISA: That's fine with me. However the group wishes to proceed. We're gonna go through
all... all of them.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. I...
CHAIR BAISA: I warm make sure that, you know, nobody has any serious concerns and we also
have a couple of proposals that we received today from Member Nishiki.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: So I think some we can deal with very quickly whereas others might take some time.
So, you know, I tend to...we tend to get lost if we don't follow a system. So I'm trying to
follow a system if you don't mind. I'm going to...focus you on the condition. If there's no
concern about it from either us or the Police Department, then we can move on to the next one.
Shall we do that and...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Madam Chair, question.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, yes. Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, at one point...what point are we able to ask the consultant
about questions on the presentation?
CHAIR BAISA: Absolutely. Actually, I was going to let the Planning Department make some
comments now before we move on. How's that?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay? Mr. Dack, if you could please help us. And then we'll launch into the job at
hand.
MR. DACK: Yeah, very briefly. Good afternoon, Ms. Chair and Members of the Committee. I'm
Jeffrey Dack, Staff Planner for the Planning Department. The, as you understand, the property
is a...subject of entitlements as a proposed 10.23 acre property located mauka of Piilani
Highway, south of its intersection with Kanani Road designated as community
park... Community Plan park, State Urban District and currently zoned County Agricultural.
The entitlements were proposed by the Director of Planning on behalf of the Department of
Police in order to achieve the proper land use and zoning designations to allow the
development of the new approximately 46,934 square foot, two-story police station with
necessary related facilities. Public hearing was held on the rezoning request on September 22 nd
of last year. No letters of support were...no letters in support or opposition had been received
by the Department. At the Planning Commission hearing one individual spoke in favor of the
request, none spoke in opposition. That concludes the Department's report. If you have
specific questions, I'm certainly happy to...to do my best along the way.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. You've heard Mr. Dack. Mr. Medeiros, let me...let me put it
to you this way. I think many of the questions that we have are gonna come up in this list of
conditions. If we don't cover it, would you then please raise your hand and let me know? I'm
trying to go orderly. Otherwise, you know, we're gonna repeat the same thing over and over. I
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have pulled out most of the issues that I think you will have. You may have some that I missed
and if you do, fine.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh. Okay, I...I just asked that question because normally we
get to ask questions after the presentation which is everything is fresh on our minds but
whatever direction to wanna take, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. Thank you very much. I'm gonna try to do this so that we don't miss
anything and we get through it. You know we are so constrained by time here. It's very
difficult. And for me, this is a very, very important matter. The reason why the Chair rushed to
get this on the agenda before Budget was I'm looking at the appropriation that we have. You
know, we have approximately $20 million sitting here. This facility's gonna cost us
$40 million. I'm concerned that we, you know, do what we need to do but that we also use the
money that's been appropriated because I don't know where we're gonna find the other
20 million but we'll leave that to Mr. Pontanilla to figure out. . . . (Chuckling). . . So let's get
going —
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: . . . (Inaudible).. .
CHAIR BAISA: --if you don't mind. And again, I say please stop me if you have a question that I
don't get to because I can't think of everything, okay? No. I, you already heard that condition
read for you...read to you by Mr. Munekiyo. That, in order to facilitate wastewater collection
and treatment services for the site and all to the satisfaction of the Department of
Environmental Management, the Department of Police shall fund any necessary off-site
improvements to the collection system and wastewater pump stations prevent non-contact
cooling water and condensate from draining to the wastewater system and show the installation
of a single service manhole near the property line prior to connection to the County sewer. Any
comments from the—you've already Mr. Munekiyo's concern about financing. Mr. Munekiyo,
any other comments?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Madam Chair, no other comments except to note that an issue like this would
generally come about during the building permit process and so that's something that is...is a
future occurrence.
CHAIR BAISA: Captain Hudson, any comment?
MR. HUDSON: No comments. Just as mentioned earlier, we...we already figured that this money
would be part of the budget process. We...we have no concerns with this issue.
CHAIR BAISA: Planning?
MR. DACK: If...if it's a matter of concerns with...with funding, that's not in Planning's area of
concern. The...however, I will mention again this as indicated, all of these project
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acknowledgements which resulted through the normal process of getting comments from
agencies have been agreed to by the Police Department. And there hasn't been an issue during
the processing of them to my memory.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, any questions in regard to this condition? Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Madam Chair, thank you very much. And I guess I can play devil's
advocate at this point because, Mr. Dack, you mentioned that these project acknowledgements
was submitted by the Director. Any of these are actually from the Planning Commissioners
themselves?
MR. DACK: There may be.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: No, just tell me yes or no. You don't gotta tell me which one at this
point.
MR. DACK: I believe...I believe some...a few of them came from comments by the Planning
Commission during their review of the draft environmental assessment.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay, thank you, because, Madam Chair, when you look at some of
these conditions or acknowledgements—or whatever we're calling them, yeahthere...there's...there's a pattern of language used in here that kinda seems to provide an out
for some of them which is the term "to the extent practicable" or "practical". So if we took
those money items like No. 1 and No. 9 —
CHAIR BAISA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: --that Mr. Munekiyo referenced because the project has already
recognized these items and if we add that verbiage to both No. 1 and No. 9 which reads "to the
extent practical", would that be acceptable because that way we won't have to deal with the
initial money item right now?
MR. HUDSON: Corporation Counsel.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Corporation Counsel, Planning, anybody who wants to...
CHAIR BAISA:.. . (Chuckles). . . Whoever knows. . .(Laughter). . . Mr. Dack, can you help?
MR. DACK: Well, since the Police Department's indicated that...that they don't have concerns with
the issues and... and believe that funding is adequate, adding words such as "to the extent
practicable" doesn't...isn't more constraining It's...it's looser than the existing wording so I
wouldn't expect that...that they would have any particular issues with it.
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MR. HUDSON: Yeah, yeah. The Police Department would have no issues with those words.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: You know, that's just a potential suggestion and maybe the other
Members could chime in and see whether or not it may work especially on these two
more.. items more related to money because of the term "shall". And the word "shall" does
exist and it...then it lits the litany of what they need to do. And that's kinda scary because at
this point we don't know what the cost factors are. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Chair Mateo, for your comments. They're -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman.
CHAIR BAISA: --they're well-taken. Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: You know, Captain Hudson already told us that, you know,
reviewing all of these conditions that they had no problems with it so I'm...I'm ... (coughs).. .
looking at No. 1 and No. 9. Although they are money items if it's gonna be in the...in the bid
process then it shouldn't be an...item. The only thing, though, that I have a concern with and
it's not one or nine but it's that one parcel which we need to traverse which is Monsanto if, you
know, going require anything such as an easement to come down that particular area to...to
service the new station in Kihei. So that's...that's the only concern that I have. And all of
these conditions when I look at 'em, it's basically conditions that impose on all the
developments. And, you know, I don't think we should constrain our Department here. Thank
you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Member Pontanilla. Captain Hudson, would you like to comment on that
Monsanto easement please?
MR. HUDSON: Yes. Thank you, Madam Chair. There will be easements with Monsanto. We've
been working with Monsanto and prior to Monsanto, Haleakala Ranch, working out the
easements and the dedication of the R1 water coming down. The water tank that we'll be
getting the water from is about a mile off site. But Monsanto when they...when they initially
installed all this stuff they brought most of the irrigation down to within 700 feet of our site. So
in order to...save money, we worked with Monsanto and we're still working out the easements.
In direct answer to your question, yes, there will be easements with Monsanto. There'll be two
easement with Monsanto
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you, Chairman. I...I think that satisfy...satisfies
me and I'll just await the Environmental Management group in regards to, you know...what are
their plans in regards to the reservoir that's up there that provides this R1 cycle water.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: R1 recycled water. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: We expect somebody to come shortly.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, since that question was raised —
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, go right ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --which I was holding back, I'm gonna tie into it.
CHAIR BAISA: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So the easement is strictly for the R1 water infrastructure?
MR. HUDSON: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And why wasn't it possible for us to keep things on our
property and tie in... still tie in with them?
MR. HUDSON: The...the...the water tank that will be servicing us is a landlocked piece of property
off our site. In order to even get on to Monsanto's property would still require an easement.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And that water tank belongs to who? Or will belong to who.
MR. HUDSON: County. The water tank belongs to the County.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. But it's on Monsanto's property?
MR. HUDSON: No, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh. I thought you said it's landlocked on Monsanto's property.
MR. HUDSON: It...yes, sir, it is landlocked on Monsanto's property. It's...it's a small area that just
covers the water tank. But there's no...it's landlocked. Monsanto's property surrounds...that
water tank.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, it's on County property but landlocked around with
Monsanto property.
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MR. HUDSON: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see. Okay. So there's an...there's an agreement or there's
gonna be a proposed agreement with Monsanto for this...easement?
MR. HUDSON: That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And should Monsanto decide to sell that property, what happens
to the easement?
MR. HUDSON: That's more of a legal question.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Giroux.
MR. GIROUX: Thank you, Chair. I haven't seen the easement. It's in our office being drafted by
another deputy. However, would be surprised if...if in the language there isn't, you
know, some mention of...of transferability or anything. But I think your question is, is that if
the...if the owner of the property actually sells that property would...would the easement stay?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. GIROUX: And in most...most cases—I can say generally—that the easements do stay as long as
the use remains consistent. Most easements would only terminate if the use were expanded
beyond the original intent of the easement.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. All right. So that's being drafted, though. That's not
already... okay. Thank you for that information. Mahalo, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Medeiros, I think Mr. Munekiyo was trying to add something -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh.
CHAIR BAISA: --to the discussion.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Certainly.
CHAIR BAISA: Did you have something about that easement, Mr. Munekiyo?
MR. MUNEKIYO: No, Madam Chair. I...I had no further comments.
CHAIR BAISA: You're just available there. You're gonna stand there. Thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Maybe...may...may I ask the consultant?
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CHAIR BAISA: Yes, please go right ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. Mr. Munekiyo, on that particular easement I understand
that Monsanto has R1 water infrastructure already on their property. In that agreement with
them, was it possible for them to bring their infrastructure lines to the County boundary and we
connect without establishing or needing an easement?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I...I think the answer to that, Council Member, is that I...the line was extended to
the extent that Monsanto could make practical use of the line and that anything further beyond
that point to the edge of the County police station parcel would be the...the responsibility of the
Department.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So that's the purpose of the easement?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. How...how far is our wastewater treatment plant from the
property, because he said it was about...700 feet to Monsanto right now?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Right. I think on the order of half a mile or so.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. To the treatment plant. Okay, thank you, Mr. Munekiyo.
Mahalo, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros. Any further questions about this? Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No, it's just...because Council Chair Mateo had asked us to
comment on his suggestion. And I have no problem with that because I think that until bids
actually come in, the Police Department is not gonna know what's gonna happen. So I would
like to give them and the County as much flexibility as possible 'cause if we have to amend, I
think, it makes sense to give...give those kinds of options. And I prefer that wording at least in
this situation because the facility is critical to Kihei. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: The Chair is certainly open to a motion if anybody feels so inclined.
Member Nishiki, I see you thinking.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No, no, no, no. . .(Laughter). . . My...mine mine has to be
with —
CHAIR BAISA: I can see you're heading to talk.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --condition 14...14 and...and...and...and when we come to that,
that's when I'll have that...discussion. I thought we're just talking about the easements, right?
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, okay. So we're back to No. 1.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: And what we're hearing was a suggestion we add at the end, "shall to the extent
practicable"?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Motion.
CHAIR BAISA: I'm open to a motion.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: . . . (Laughs). . . It's getting to be afternoon.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Madam Chair, thank you. I move to amend Condition No. 1 at the
very end by ending the words "to the extent practicable."
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Second.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Mateo. We have a...a motion to amend and we also have a second
by Member...by Chair Mateo and a second by Member Nishiki.
MS. NAKATA: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Any—yes.
MS. NAKATA: Could Staff please...clarify. Would that phrase be added at the end of the condition to
apply to all of the requirements after the word "shall" or would it pertain only to the funding
component?
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Mateo, can you help here?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: To all of the components.
CHAIR BAISA: To all.
MS. NAKATA: Thank you.
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CHAIR BAISA: To all. So it'll come at the end. Any more discussion on this amendment?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So...so, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Just for clarification, you're saying we're going to change all of
`em?
CHAIR BAISA: No, no.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Or you gonna put that at the very end?
CHAIR BAISA: No. 1. Of No. 1.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right. So at No. 1 only?
CHAIR BAISA: Only No. 1.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay? Everybody clear what we've got on the floor? I think we better read that just
to make sure. Ms. Nakata, would you please do us a favor?
MS. NAKATA: Madam Chair, Staff's understanding is that the pending motion to...is to amend
condition No. 1 to add the phrase "to the extent practicable" at the end, following "connection
to the County sewer."
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, Members? Any more discussion? All those in favor, please say, "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed, "no"?
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VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Johnson, Kaho' ohalahala,
Mateo, Medeiros, Nishiki, Pontanilla, Victorino,
Vice-Chair Molina, and Chair Baisa.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: INSERT NEW PHRASE "TO THE EXTENT
PRACTICABLE" INTO CONDITION NO. 1.
CHAIR BAISA: Motion carried. Mark it nine "ayes". Thank you, Members. Going on to Condition
No. 2. That in order to address aesthetic recommendations by the Maui Planning Commission,
and to the satisfaction of the Department of Planning, the project shall screen any chain link
fencing to be used with landscaping or other means. Any discussion? If not, we'll just leave it
alone.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: No objections.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Consensus.
CHAIR BAISA: Consensus. Yes, Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Question.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Madam Chair. And either to the consultant or the
Police Department. So the landscaping considerations that we're talking about now—and this
may be general for the whole project but—are there any plans for landscaping to include as
much as native plants as possible? Oh, it's in there. You have that already in there, Mr.
Munekiyo?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That's correct, Councilman Medeiros.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros. Okay, Members, consensus. We'll —
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yes.
CHAIR BAISA: --move on.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED CONSENSUS. (JJ, SK, DM, BM, WN, JP, MV, MM, GB)
ACTION: APPROVE CONDITION NO. 2.
CHAIR BAISA: No. 3--That, in order to further integration of the new facility into the South Maui
region and to help meet broader needs of the community, the multi-purpose room located on
the ground floor of the police station shall, to the extent practicable, be made accessible to the
public for functions, events, and meetings which do not conflict with the mission of the
Department of Police. We have received a request to reword that Condition. Captain Hudson.
MR. HUDSON: Yes, Madam Chair. The new verbiage would read, "that, in order to promote
community interaction between the Police Department and South Maui residents, the
multipurpose room located on the ground floor of the police station shall be used for public
purposes which advance the mission of the Department." There's some background on this.
The...the name "community room" was a little broad and the...the original description as...as
mentioned in your acknowledgements right now was a little broad. We wanted to tighten it up.
This is...the purpose of this room is to meet with Neighborhood Crime Watch, to teach the
public people how to properly put in their child safety seats and those type of purposes. It's not
designed for weddings or birthday parties or that kind of thing
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: . . . (Laughter). . . Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: I think what we wanted to make very clear was this is not gonna be a community
center.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
CHAIR BAISA: That this is essentially to be used for events and...and activities that involve the
police in their mission. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Madam Chair. And I...and I...and I think we've
discussed this and I'm in total agreement. So Madam Chair, would you want a motion to make
that change?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, sir.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: . .(inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I move—and Captain Hudson, would you repeat that so that we
have that for the record? To amend this to say?
MR. HUDSON: That, in order to promote community interaction between the Police Department and
South Maui residents, the multipurpose room located on the ground floor of the police station
be used for public purposes which advance the mission of the Department.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved, Ms. Madam Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Second.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. We have a motion by Member Victorino, a second by
Member Nishiki. Any discussion? Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And...and...and thank you, Captain Hudson, for that
clarification. I think, yes, we want to enhance and...and...and make sure the police station
does the mission that you have so set forth ... (end of tape, start 2A at 2:42 p.m.). . . wedding
reception or birthday party or something there, it just wouldn't feel right in a police station.
I've never had one but I, you know, . .(laughter). . . I don't think it...it would feel right.
That's all I would say. But thank you for that clarification. I'm...I'm all for that. Thank you,
Madam Chair.
MR. HUDSON: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. Members, any more discussion of this Condition and the
new wording? If not, all those in favor, say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed, "no"?
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VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Johnson, Kaho'ohalahala,
Mateo, Medeiros, Nishiki, Pontanilla, Victorino,
Vice-Chair Molina, and Chair Baisa.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: AMEND CONDITION NO. 3.
CHAIR BAISA: Motion carried with nine "ayes". I note that the...the Director of Environmental
Management has joined us. Maybe we should back up and help her—let's. Cheryl, if you can
help us with this so that we can move ahead. We'll back up to Condition No. 1 and...and see
how we're doing. If you could come forward, please? Gentlemen, can we make a spot for Ms.
Okuma?
NOTE: . . . (Pause as they make room for Ms. Okuma at the Administration desk) .. .
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you for joining us this afternoon. And I'm sorry for the short notice but as
you know, nothing operates quite the way it's supposed to. Okay, let's go back to No. 1. We
had questions about—we passed this amendment and we included some...an amendment in it
and we used the words "to the extent practicable". We're talking about an easement with
Monsanto to bring the water, the R1 water, over to be used by the police station to cut down, of
course, on the needs for potable water. And we're wondering if you have any comments on
this? And I'm sure the Members have questions.
MS. OKUMA: I...I don't. I understand that there was a suggestion of that language "to the extent
practicable" as far as obtaining easements and dedication?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
MS. OKUMA: And I think that would be fine. My understanding is there have been discussions with
Monsanto for purposes of easement and dedication. There have been ongoing discussions as
far as that's concerned. And we are working with police to...to be sure that they have their Rl.
CHAIR BAISA: Any concerns about the ability to get this Rl water over to the project site?
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MS. OKUMA: Not at this time, no.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Members, questions? Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Real quickly. And thank you, Ms. Okuma, for being here. Real
quickly, and... and in this case, anyone that wanted to have that extension beyond the said
boundaries of the waste treatment plant crossing other people's property, this would be standard
to get some kind of easement and right-of-way and service...ability for that particular line.
MS. OKUMA: That's correct. You're...you're correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So...so this is nothing something unusual. This is something
that no matter what we do, so long as we keep putting that pipeline on or pump stations, then
easements would have to be...what do you call...agreed upon?
MS. OKUMA: That is correct. You're correct on that.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And then in your past experience with these easements, I think
Mr. Giroux had mentioned as far as he knows, if they sell the land they cannot just turn around
and say no longer can you use it because that's pretty much another standard verbiage in these
types of easements, right?
MS. OKUMA: That's correct. Those easements are usually recorded with any kind of conveyance of
property so it would be of record.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, thank you. Thank you for that clarification, Ms. Okuma.
MS. OKUMA: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Mr...Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Earlier I asked the question in regards to—and I
was waiting for you to come here—regarding the Department's plans to, I guess, increase the
capacity of the reservoir to handle this R1 recycled water. If there are any plans to do that?
MS. OKUMA: Currently, we...we...we don't but, you know, that's a pretty well-developed area as far
as reclaimed water. And, as you know, I think one of the things that we have talked about
is...is a study that we've done in that South Kihei area. And you will be hearing that, I guess,
more in the future. That...that is...has been referred to Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So this would be expansion? What you gonna be, you know...
MS. OKUMA: This...this one here?
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: What you just...mentioned?
MS. OKUMA: Potential of increased use in the future.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay. Good, thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR BAISA: All right. Before I let Ms. Okuma go, I'm going to break my own rule and bring up
Condition No. 14 and ask the representative from the Water Department to join us because
these things seem to be related. It is really important that we have the R1 water so that the
potable water piece of it will work. So if we could please have Mr. Murashige [sic/join us for a
minute and we'll deal with Condition No. 14 now. And while Mr. Murashige [sic] is coming
forward...Members, we have to back up. When we did the change to No. 1, unfortunately, we
inserted that "to the extent practicable" in the wrong place. It should have followed "the Police
shall" to the extent practicable. So if we could please have a motion to move that. I would
appreciate that, so we can correct it.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved, Madam Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Second.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. We have a motion from Member Victorino and a second from
Member Nishiki to...to correct that to move the words "to the extent practicable" in...in
Condition No. 1 following the word "shall". Any questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR BAISA: All those in favor, please say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed, "no"?
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VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Johnson, Kaho'ohalahala,
Mateo, Medeiros, Nishiki, Pontanilla, Victorino,
Vice-Chair Molina, and Chair Baisa.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: RELOCATE THE NEW PHRASE "TO THE EXTENT
PRACTICABLE" IN CONDITION NO. 1 TO THE
CORRECT LOCATION.
CHAIR BAISA: Motion carried. Okay.
Thank you very much, Mr. Murashige [sic] for joining us. Chair would like to read Condition
No. 14 and then you'll...we'll see the...the connection here. It says that, in order to limit
project impacts upon sources of potable water, and to the satisfaction of either of the
Departments of Planning, Water Supply, or Environmental Management, the Department of
Police shall continue to coordinate with DWS and DEM as appropriate toward the utilization of
alternative sources of water for irrigation purposes in lieu of potable water, including the
potential use of R1, recycled water from the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation Facility. We also
have, Members, we're all in receipt of a letter from the Department of Water Supply and that
was dated January 26, 2010 signed by Director Eng. And it also says, it addresses the water
situation and he says based on the design...criteria developed by Mitsunaga and Associates, the
potable water demand for the project is 1,500 gallons per day, nearly the residential
consumption in South Maui. The minimal demand is a result of utilizing non-potable reclaimed
water from the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation Facility for the 16,500 gallons per day irrigation
water demand. The Department feels our system will support the minimal potable water
required for this beneficial public project. This is why it is important that we have both
departments working together so that we can make this work. Mr. Yamashige, any comments?
MR. YAMASHIGE: Thank you very much, Madam Chair. The Department does support this project.
Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: And thank you very much for being here. Members, questions?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, Madam Chair, it's not so much a question but since we've
gone to 14, we kinda bouncing around and I know why because we have the Department. I
know...Mr. Nishiki had proposed something, too, so I would like to have that also looked upon
by the two departments since they're here to see the ramifications if Mr. Nishiki would allow
that—I mean, I know we're jumping ahead again, but...
CHAIR BAISA: It's...it's okay. It's okay. I know Mr. Nishiki's gonna bring it up 'cause he said when
No. 14 came up, he would have something to say.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, so...
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No,

just wanted to see if they're both holding hands today.

CHAIR BAISA:... (Chuckles). . . Essentially.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Because I think this is the important thing.
CHAIR BAISA: Essentially. That's why we have them both up here together.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. And...and...and I thank you, Madam Chairman, for that only
because, Cheryl, you heard what Jeffrey Eng had stated in his letter. So he's contemplating that
no more than 1,500 gallons for the police station would be used of domestic water. So I think
that it's important that we hear from you, although we did hear from you, that this 16,5 that
they're going to use for irrigation is something that the Department definitely can provide to
the project. . .(Pause). . . And only because I think, Cheryl, I think the Water Department
may have some concerns. In other words, the project calls for a demand of 18,000 gallons per
day, irrigation and for potable use. However, the consultant in their presentation to us said that
16,5 would be R1 water. So therefore, I think the Water Department under Mr. Eng concluded
that he can support it if 1,500 gallons per day was what demand the project would have in
regards to the use of potable water. Now if I am misrepresenting the Water Department, tell me
so.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Yamashige.
MR. YAMASHIGE: Thank you. Mr. Nishiki, the Water Department is expecting that the reclaimed
water will meet all of the non-potable needs of the development. That calculation is prepared
by the consultant, it identified 1,500 gallons per day of potable water use which is an amount
the Department feels we can provide. So, yes, we are depending on the non-potable water.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: 'Kay. Cheryl, I think we're awaiting --
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MS. OKUMA: I believe that's...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --to see if that's acceptable.
MS. OKUMA: Right. And I believe that's what we got was the consultant's report on what we have
reviewed. So we will be working to be sure that we can provide that R1.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Perfect. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Nishiki, does that satisfy your concern about Condition 14 or would you still like
to pursue amendment?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Urn, I think that somewhere along the line we were gonna have to
believe our departments. And so I don't think I need to add the stronger language in which I
had proposed.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Thank you very much. Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: One...one question —
CHAIR BAISA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: --for Environmental Management in regards to, you know,
how much potable water can we provide for Kihei at this time?
MS. OKUMA: Yeah, I'm not sure that I can address that right now. I mean we can try to go back and
get you that information.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay.
MS. OKUMA: I hate to just put a number out there and it's maybe not accurate.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Medeiros, do you...you still have a question?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I...I think Member Kaho'ohalahala had one.
CHAIR BAISA: Jun ken po, guys. Member Kaho'ohalahala, please.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So, well, one of the questions which isn't related to
this but just as the zoning but I'm...I'm just wondering on a particular project like this one we
are making such an emphasis on the use of R1 water, okay. And yet we have not looked overall
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for how we're gonna capacitize and...and get the maximum amount of R1 water but we would
take this project and ensure that we would provide this...specified amount to allow the project
to go through. So I'm just concerned that as we're moving forward we gotta look at the...the
necessity of R1 and not just by project by project but to maximize and so—I don't know that
this is where we wanna, you know, come up with the solution but it seems that if we move and
approach all...all of our projects on this piecemeal, at some point we're gonna have to address
the need for R1 water and its capacity overall. So that it's not a question of whether or not a
project can go through but it's a question of how much is available and who's going to be
applying for the use. So, so that's kind of how I view our approach to this right now. We're
piecemealing it and saying we can do this. Water says we can do the little bit here. But we're
not looking at the overall picture. And that's what my...my concern would be.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you for your comment. I think that's something that we need to think about,
all of us, as we work on the General Plan.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: And on the Island Plan that, you know, we need definitely to make a commitment to
do that. And I think, you know, we...we...we make statements in the plan but now we gotta
implement and we gotta find money. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, thank you, and I hear you...you were...I was gonna go
basically with that same response. I think here is just another ideal situation for which this
County can show our facility adjacent to, a half a mile away from the wastewater treatment
facility, and make a project because there's other projects in Kihei right now that want water
and that we're unable to give them water because of the unconnectability of wastewater. So
that's one of the issues. The other issue is until we get our overlying plan which is the General
Plan we're all working on right now, I think this is an idea to say the County doesn't only talk
the talk, we're beginning to walk the walk. And that's what it's all about, you know. And I
think the Police Department along with Environmental Management and Water are saying the
same thing. And like Mr. Nishiki said, you're holding hands. Hey, if that's the best marriage
we can get right now just to show that this marriage can be expanded but we're starting right
within our own house and not worrying about if they think it's important. So I think it's a...it's
a step in the right direction, Madam Chair. And I can concur with what you were trying to do
here. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Madam Chair. I...I just wanted to get some information
regarding the water use part of the presentation which we have been discussing. So it's
estimated that the domestic potable water use for this facility will be about 1,500 gallons per
day. Mr. Yamashige, a residence of a family of five uses an average how much water? Per
day.
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MR. YAMASHIGE: Thank you very much. That varies.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Give me an average.
MR. YAMASHIGE: Yeah. When we look at a residential property —
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
MR. YAMASHIGE: --the Department uses about 600 gallons per day.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Per day.
MR. YAMASHIGE: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And...and I ask the Police about this, you...you have a
large facility and you have 24-hour work going on and, you know, we talked about the showers
and the locker room and kitchen, just normal use of the...the potable water. And...if the
Department is agreeing to this 1,500 gallons per day for that large a facility, what happens is
they need to go beyond that?
MR. YAMASHIGE: We're depending on the calculations that the consultant...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, that's my concern that a family of five making 600. But a
facility that operates 24 hours a day is only twice as much or three times as much, you know.
It...it...it—I have a hard time understanding those figures to be true or, you know, reasonable.
Yeah, so...okay, that's...that's one question. Then for Director Okuma, and this may have to
go to the Police or not, but in...in the easement for the R1 infrastructure pipes that'll...that
the...Department...the Police Department will connect to on Monsanto, and this is for budget
considerations in the future, who maintains that infrastructure in that easement?
MS. OKUMA: I think one of the purposes of that—oh.
CHAIR BAISA: Ms. Okuma, could you use the mic?
MS. OKUMA: One of the purposes of that easement is so that we can address some of those things in
order to insure that maintenance can be done.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So in an agreement like that, we're not sure who has the
responsibility of the...
MS. OKUMA: No, that could...that could be set forth in the easement document, I believe.
Do ...Corp. Counsel, right? That's... that's... that' s—I don't think that's uncommon.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So it may be the property owner or it may be the County or it may
be...agreement of both parties —
MS. OKUMA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --doing it?
MS. OKUMA: It could be.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Because my...my concern would be if we're doing repair,
replacement, you know, and maintenance, if the County's gonna be responsible for that, then I
thank...I think that has to be a budget consideration for the future depending on that...that area.
Okay, thank you for that information. Mahalo, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros. Mr. Munekiyo, any comments on that particular question
about cost of maintaining that?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I don't have any comments, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BALSA: Nothing at this time?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Nothing at this time.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, thank you very much.
MR. YAMASHIGE: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Mr. Yamashige.
MR. YAMASHIGE: Yeah, can I clarify something?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, please.
MR. YAMASHIGE: Mr. Medeiros, the 600 gallons per day that the...the Department uses includes
domestic use as well as irrigation.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. YAMASHIGE: So, you know, like a...a residence in Kihei we've noticed can go up to 1200
gallons a day.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Because of the irrigation?
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MR. YAMASHIGE: Because of the irrigation. So the fact that the Police Department is using another
source for irrigation —
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
MR. YAMASHIGE: --really reduces the domestic demands.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

just hopeful that that's accurate. Thank you.

MR. YAMASHIGE: We are, too.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, any additional questions about this condition? Otherwise, before I excuse
Deputy Director Yamashige, one more condition and then we'll go back to our regular order.
No. 15, sir, is also about water. And it says that, in order to limit project impacts upon sources
of potable water, and to the satisfaction of the Department of Water Supply, the Department of
Police shall use water-efficient fixtures and implement water-efficient practices and
conservation measures. Any comment?
MR. YAMASHIGE: No, thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So if I read into that then you would be talking basically insuring
that they put low-flow, do flush toilets. It's all of these methodologies of conservation that's
fairly reasonable, not much difference in today's cost of a regular tub or a regular showerhead.
And that also would...would this also—you guys are just using potable water but I would also
like to make sure somewhere along the line—and maybe we'll...we'll look at it later—that also
native plants and other arid types of landscaping be used. Even if we've got R1 water that
doesn't mean we just blow that one, too. I mean, let's be...realistic on all of this. But this
really means that we will work our tushes off, in other words, to make sure that this works for
the Police Department to keep that $1,500...1,500 gallon a day limit that you kinda putting on
them. Is that correct, Mr. Yamashige?
MR. YAMASHIGE: Yes, it is. Thank you very much.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: All right. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Any other questions about water for now? If...if not, and Ms. Okuma, we can
excuse both of our Directors and get on back to our regular order here which is No. 4. Thank
you very much both of you. And thank you, Members. Okay, No. 4. Members, Chair would
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like to go 'til about 3:15, take a very short break and come back. We only have 'tit 4:30 today
so we'd like to do as much as we can. We're running out of time here. We're running into
Budget so we need to make the best use of our time. Okay, No. 4. That, in order to facilitate
project drainage, and to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works or the Department
of Planning, permeable surfaces shall be used in the parking area to the extent practicable. Any
comments on this? Mr. Munekiyo.
MR. MUNEKIYO: Madam Chair, this is something that is in the design. However, just...just to note,
those areas of the paved and or pavement or parking lot which are heavily traveled with trucks,
as an example, probably will not be an ideal location for permeable surfaces. But other areas
would be and those areas, those types of surfaces will be implemented.
CHAIR BAISA: Good. Members, questions for Mr. Munekiyo? Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Fast one. Thank you. So the drainage is pretty good then if
we wanna utilize this type of construction?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I think what they're looking at is a...is a combination of things including
the...detention basin. And with those measures drainage impacts aren't foreseen as a problem.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Very welcome. Members, any other comments on this condition? Or we'll move on.
Next condition. That, in order to mitigate potential water pollution from project drainage as
recommended by the Department of Health Environmental Protection Office, and to the
satisfaction of the EPO, the Department of Public Works or the Department of Planning, the
project shall include filtering options for the increase in runoff from the developed site and, as
offered by the Department of Police, the drainage retention basin shall be grassed as a natural
alternative for providing storage. Yes, Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I guess the only question I have with this one and...and...and
this all sounds good and...and I'm...I'm very pleased to see this. But when you talking a
retention basin, what is that based upon? A 10-year flood, 25-year flood? I mean, you hear
these...these terms used and, you know, I know Kihei doesn't have much rain but when it does,
it comes down and it comes down very quickly. And so I...I, you know, just to make sure that
we all understand that this retention basin is based upon what. And I read in here that it's based
on a certain amount of rainfall. Is that all you guys considering?
CHAIR BAISA: Captain Hudson?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Captain Hudson, I guess, yeah.
MR. HUDSON: I figure I'm gonna ask Mr. Aaron Fujii to answer that question.
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CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Fujii, if you could please help us?
MR. FUJII: Madam Chair, Council Members, Aaron Fujii, Executive Vice-President and Chief
Operating Officer, Mitsunaga and Associates. It's based on a 50-year flood.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Fifty year flood. Okay, I thought I read that. I just wanted to
make sure that the public heard that also. Thank you.
MR. FUJII: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Any additional comments? Yes, Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Madam Chair and Mr. Fujii. Yeah, 50-year flood,
is...is...that retention basin has a spillway?
MR. FUJII: Ah, it...it...it has.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. FUJII: An overflow.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And where does the spillway lead to?
MR. FUJII: There's a natural drainage canal along the highway that was already designed as
part...part of this overall mitigation...drainage mitigation for that area. So that overflow would
naturally go into that natural drainage canal that is currently there, that will always be there.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, and...and that's...that has the...capacity to absorb the
spillway amounts?
MR. FUJII: Oh, yes. It's for that entire area.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you. Mahalo, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Any other questions in this...on this condition? Seeing none, Chair will move on.
Thank you, Mr. Fujii. No. 6--That, as recommended by the United States Fish and... Wildlife
Service to mitigate potential impacts to seabirds during construction activities at the project
site, and to the satisfaction of the USFWS or the Department of Planning, several Best
Management Practices shall be implemented, including the shielding of street lights so that the
bulb is not visible above bulb height, avoiding night-time construction, and providing
construction staff with information regarding seabird fallout and provisions for handling a
downed seabird during construction activities. Any comments or questions?
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UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: No.
CHAIR BAISA: No, no problem with that, Mr. Munekiyo? None? Okay. Members, moving on.
No. 7--That, as...recommended by the USFWS to mitigate potential impacts to the Hawaiian
Hoary Bat during construction activities at the project site, and to the satisfaction of the
USFWS or the Department of Planning, protection measures shall be in place during
construction at the project site during the pup-rearing season of April to August to avoid any
potential impacts to the Hawaiian Hoary Bat. Questions? Comments?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Question.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. Mr. Hirono—sorry, wrong one. . . .(Laughter). . . We
usually get the other one. Okay, regarding this Condition, on the EIS, an EIS was done?
MR. MUNEKIYO: An environmental assessment was done.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. Oh,...EA. Okay, and was that 10 acres identified as a
habitat for any of these animals or birds?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Not for the Hawaiian Hoary Bat. We did have a flora-fauna study done for the
site. And the flora-fauna specialist, Mr. Hobdy, looked for some of these markers, woody
plants, so forth. The amount of moisture needed to support these kind of...species and he
found none. And so, I think, from a...just from a natural occurrence standpoint it's not
something that the...the...the flora-fauna specialist believes will be an issue. But I...I think
that's something, you know, we'll...we'll instruct the contractor to be mindful of. But I think
just from a natural environmental standpoint, it's not something that's an issue at this point that
we see.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, okay. Thank you, Mr. Munekiyo, for that information.
Mahalo, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you, Madam Chair. If I...since we're still on
the...subject of fauna, can I just digress to the previous-CHAIR BAISA: Surely.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: --item? Just a question. They were trying to do
mitigation for construction, Mike. After the construction then is the design also going to be
incorporating these same elements so as not to be attracting the sua'u, the seabirds?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: With lighting?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Member Kaho'ohalahala. Any other questions about No. 7? If not, we'll
do No. 8 and then we'll take our break. That, as recommended by the USFWS to mitigate
potential impacts to the endangered Hawaiian goose during construction activities at the project
site, and to the satisfaction of the USFWS or the Department of Planning, construction crews
shall remain watchful for the possibility that the Hawaiian goose may traverse onto the project
site during construction activities or otherwise be attracted to the project site, in which case the
Department of Police shall contact the USFWS to determine and then follow actions to address
potential impacts to the goose. Comments? Questions?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR BAISA: Seeing none, Members, that concludes Condition 8. I think we can squeeze in nine.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, go ahead. Go for it.
CHAIR BAISA: That, in order to address aesthetic recommendations of the Maui Urban Design
Review Board and to support Housing and Urban Design Implementing Actions within the
Kihei-Makena Community Plan, and to the satisfaction of the Department of Planning,
Monkeypod trees shall be...should be planted on the area of the site adjoining the Piilani
Highway right-of-way and paved areas where adequate space is available. Additionally, the
Department of Police should discuss with the State Department of Transportation the merits of
extending project landscaping onto and within the Piilani Highway right-of-way, if possible.
Mr. Munekiyo, any... any comments?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Just a...just a couple comments, Madam Chair. First of all, with regard to
planting of the Monkeypod trees, the...the Department doesn't see a problem with that. It...it
requires that the tree...planting locations be such that it's away from paved areas, of course.
There's, I think, the concern is one of on-going maintenance. So, and that I believe is the
reason why the...the phrase "where...where adequate space is available" was inserted so that it
gives the Department some flexibility as to where the Monkeypod trees can be planted because,
again, pavement maintenance is the concern. And, again, I...I spoke up earlier, the need to
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coordinate with DOT and whether or not DOT would be willing to accept landscape
maintenance, improvements in their right-of-way. And if so then, you know, there is, of course,
an ongoing maintenance issue as to who becomes responsible . . .(end of tape, start 2B at
3:14 p. m.). . . of Transportation.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Members, questions about this...this condition? Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I'll defer to Member Medeiros.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Madam Chair. I just wanna raise a question that if the
Department of Police does make discussions with State Department of Transportation to do
landscaping within the right-of-way of the State, that they consider who's gonna maintain it and
replace it. And then as far as the Monkeypod trees that Mr. Munekiyo discussed, I have to
agree with him. In my experience with Public Works and Highways and sidewalks, that is one
of the worse trees to lift up concrete and asphalt. So I would recommend, you know, they
consider some other trees, native trees if possible, but also have to consider they have to grow
in a very arid area. Okay, mahalo.
CHAIR BAISA: Member...Kaho'ohalahala, anything more?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No, he's asked the question I was gonna ask about why
Monkeypods versus other...trees that are probably more conducive to the drier South Maui.
MR. MUNEKIYO: I believe that recommendation, Mr. Dack, came from the Urban Design Review
Board, as I recall.
MR. DACK: Correct.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Dack.
MR. DACK: Thank you. The question—well...
CHAIR BAISA: Would you repeat this? We kinda got lost in it. Mr. Munekiyo said he thought that
recommendation came from the Urban Design Review Board.
MR. DACK: That is correct. Yes, it did.
CHAIR BAISA: That is correct. And do you recall any of the discussion about why Monkeypod?
MR. DACK: No, I don't.
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CHAIR BAISA: Okay. Well, I tell you what. We're getting into our break. So the Chair is going to
take us into our break. I promised you one. Shall we try to keep it to ten minutes and we will
deal with this when we come back.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay? I'm marking my place. . .(Chuckles). . . The meeting is now in recess.
... (gavel) . . .

RECESS:

3:15 p.m.

RECONVENE: 3:30 p.m. . . .(end of tape, start 3A).. .
CHAIR BAISA: . . . (gavel) . . . Will the meeting please come back to order? Members, we're...call
your attention to Condition No. 9. And I'd like to call on Vice-Chair of this Committee,
Member Molina.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you very much, Madam Chair. For Condition 9, since the issues
were brought up about Monkeypod trees, I guess, by...Member Medeiros, I would propose at
the appropriate time, Madam Chair, maybe to remove the word "Monkeypod" and that way it
would just read "trees". So that way it leaves some flexibility and leeway as to what type of
trees may be more appropriate. So I would just throw that out for consideration, Madam Chair,
at this time. Now I yield the floor to Members who have other comments as it relates to this.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Members, comments to Member...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Madam Chair—oh.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, guys, again, jun ken po. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I will yield to Member Medeiros only because he's from East
Maui. . . .(Laughter). . . And far away.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And I was at a late meeting in East Maui last night. Yeah, I...I
would support Member Molina's proposal just to say that because I...I think it leaves it a little
bit more open to discuss. And I did have a opportunity to ask if there was a landscape
consultant with this project and they indicated yes. And that person is here. So would
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support Member...Molina's proposal. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Member Medeiros. Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Since we're in the modem of change, and not to make it too
complex, I would...I would really like to propose the language "when possible native trees"
and just because I think that's something that we'd like to continue moving in that direction.
And so that, you know, "any tree" still leaves Monkeypod on the table and I just wanna avoid
Monkeypod. But I'd like to put "wherever possible native trees". I...I think that's something
that this station can and...and the area should continue with that aesthetic and...and that right
way of moving. So "native trees" would be things that could be grown in that area with little or
no water, you know. So that...that...that's what I'd like. Some kind of language in that respect
but not to make it complex either.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Member Victorino. I don't want to beat that too death.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: But I understand that we have a landscaping person here? He's with the Police
Department? Would you please...comment, please?
MR. FUJII: Thank you, Madam Chair. Just to answer your questions, we are definitely headed with
that type of design conducive...native plants conducive to the area. What we provide as design
data of irrigation is what we feel if we would—if I may use the word "oasis"—if we decide to
create an oasis in that area, irrigation usage would be at the number that was provided earlier.
So right now we are headed down with native-type of plants conducive to the area, dry
land-type of landscaping. And so you can be assured that the irrigation portion of that R1 usage
would be much less should we decide to go that way. And I think we were headed down that
path.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So Madam Chair, with that in mind then I would—if...if this
would be deemed appropriate—I would like to insert the language, you know, remove
"Monkeypod tree" and put in its place—can you repeat that statement again? I like that
statement. I wanna use it here. Go ahead. Give me that statement again.
MR. FUJII: . . .(Laughter). . . What statement? Sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: The...the...
CHAIR BAISA: What kind of trees are we gonna plant?
MR. FUJII: Oh, native Hawaiian plants conducive to the area, dryland. So what...what...
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, no, `nough. Stop, stop.
MR. FUJII: Oh, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Don't say more. 'Cause I want the Staff to get that. Did you get
that Staff? And that's what my...my amendment. That's my proposed amendment. To be, take
out "Monkeypod tree" and to insert that language.
MR. FUJII: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Second.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, we have a motion by Member Victorino and a second by—was it Member
Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Ah, Member Nishiki.
CHAIR BAISA: It was Member Nishiki. I'm sorry. I wasn't looking up so I didn't see who it was.
And to insert—remove "Monkeypod trees" and insert instead—Ms. Nakata, can you give us
that...language?
MS. NAKATA: The phrase would be "native Hawaiian trees conducive to the area".
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Just to bring...bring to your attention, Condition 17 refers to that
already.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: If you wanna add "trees", that would be fine. But it already talks
about native plants.
CHAIR BAISA: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So...
CHAIR BAISA: One is trees and one is plants. So we're gonna go with the trees on this one and
plants will be in 17 if everybody is okay with that?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes.
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CHAIR BAISA: Okay. Any more discussion on this —
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR BAISA: --amendment?
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Molina.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Madam Chair. I guess Mr. Victorino beat me to it, to the
amendment. But I'll support it. Just a question for, I guess, Mr. Dack. Being that the
recommendation was made by the Maui Urban Design Review Board, Monkeypod. Now that's
just an advisory and we're not held to keeping that word "Monkeypod" in there, right?
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Dack.
MR. DACK: It was a recommendation of the Urban Design Review Board.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Just a recommendation.
MR. DACK: I think possibly in part to implement a provision of the Community Plan that says both
Piilani Highway and South Kihei Road shall be landscaped to achieve a parkway character.
There's probably certainly other alternatives than...than Monkeypod. But I think they're
looking for something for the parkway character.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, good. Just wanted to know that so we're not potentially creating
conflict by not taking into consideration the Urban Design Review Board's recommendation.
So if it seems okay we can do that then. By all means, I'm...I'm in support of the amendment.
Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Member Molina. Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Yeah. I...no...Chair, I'm just a little concerned about
your statement about, you know, creating an oasis. And while you are making statements about
using plants that are conducive to that area, I think something should be noted here that while
you're...you're looking at R1 water that it shouldn't be your green light to look at an
oasis...perhaps. That, even with the R1 water your...your landscaping should be tied in...in
the most conservative manner that allows for...conducive planting. So I just think that we
better start including a little bit of that so as not to leave the impression that as long as we're in
RI water we can just create the rainforest if we want to. And that's not, I think, the intent of
why we wanna help support this.
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MR. FUJII: Yeah, you're absolutely right. I just used that if...
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I know that's gonna be...
MR. FUJII: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.
MR. FUJII: If...if it goes down that way, that...that's where our irrigation calculations were so we are
very, very sensitive to the use of water here on Maui. And our...our design would be to have a
finished product out there that is very sustainable to that...least amount of...water usage for the
best-looking landscape in that area.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Chair, I'm just wondering if we should not include
some of those statements in... into this particular condition. Yeah?
CHAIR BAISA: If you'd like to.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. Okay, then I would like to move that for the
record...his last statements where you were looking at the amount of water that was sustainable
for that... for the area that we're talking about and...
MR. FUJII: So we are looking at landscaping that would use the least amount of water that is...or
planting that is sustainable in that area to use the least amount of water that is just conducive to
the Kihei area, yeah, dryland.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's good enough.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: 'Kay.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So you going move on that?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So I'd like to move to adopt that as an amendment or
new language.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Second.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. I'd like to have that read for all of us so that we know what we're voting on.
We...we have a lot of statements here. Ms. Nakata, if you can help us unscramble this? Would
you repeat what we have now? Wait now. Wait a minute. We have a motion and a second and
it was simply.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I'll withdraw.
CHAIR BAISA: You'll withdraw?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, wait a minute. That was an amendment.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It was an amendment.
CHAIR BAISA: It's a motion to amend.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, to amend.
CHAIR BAISA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, not the main motion. It was —
CHAIR BAISA: No.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --a motion to amend, right?
CHAIR BAISA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Your motion.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
CHAIR BAISA: So it's...
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, so what is...what are you saying? I don't understand what
he's saying.
CHAIR BAISA: No. Hang on.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I'm not going to withdraw nothing until—because I thought that
was what we were trying to work towards. Conducive to the area, okay? I thought that's
exactly what we were working on.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: And I'm only adding additional language that has to do
with the more conservation part of...of...
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CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Victorino, he's adding to your motion. He isn't really changing it.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Not changing it. Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: He's just adding it to take consideration of being...using conservation still even
though we're gonna use native plants. He wants —
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: --to stress that we use conservation also because he doesn't—and I...I think it's a
good caution for all of us that we are aware that although R1 water may be plentiful right
now —
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
CHAIR BAISA: --at some point it might not be.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right, right.
CHAIR BAISA: And so we have to make good use of that also.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: That's a resource too. And that's what he's trying to say. That's all he's trying to say.
Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. You know, Mr. Medeiros brought up...Condition
No. 17 and —
CHAIR BAISA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: --maybe No. 17 should be the appropriate place. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. That's possible.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. I'm open to that, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.
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CHAIR BAISA: Okay. So we'll stay with what we have right now and we'll amend 17 to include that
language.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. Any additional comments on this? Otherwise, Ms. Nakata, will you
please...repeat that amendment we're gonna vote on?
MS. NAKATA: Staff's understanding is that the motion pending is to amend Condition No. 9 to delete
the phrase "Monkeypod trees" and insert in its place "native Hawaiian trees conducive to the
area".
CHAIR BAISA: Correct. Any additional discussion of this amendment? If not, all those in favor
please say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed say, "no"?
VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Kaho'ohalahala, Mateo,
Medeiros, Nishiki, Pontanilla, Victorino,
Vice-Chair Molina, and Chair Baisa.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: AMEND CONDITION NO. 9.
CHAIR BAISA: Motion carries. We will mark it with eight "ayes" and Member Johnson excused.
Okay. And that the motion carries.
No. 10. In order to address standard comments of the Department of Health, and to the
satisfaction of the Department of Health or the Department of Planning, standard comments
found at the website of the Department of Health which are applicable to the project shall be
adhered to. Comments?
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR BAISA: No comments?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Madam Chair, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Madam Chair, if perhaps maybe a planner or somebody can tell us
what is the standard comments of the Department of Health that we're addressing?
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Member Mateo.
MR. DACK: I...I do not have the entire set of comments. I assume the—yeah, the entire set of
standard comments, they probably go on 20 pages or...or thereabouts. But I was able to look
up the website that's being referred to. And it indicates standard comments relating to
Environmental Health programs are available for review in the following types. It goes
through Environmental Planning Office, Hazard Evaluation Emergency Response Office, Clean
Air Branch, Clean Water Branch, Safe Drinking Water Branch, Solid and Hazardous Waste
Branch, Wastewater Branch, Noise, Radiation, Indoor Air Quality, Built Environment Working
Group, Food and Drug Branch, Sanitation and Vector Control Branches. This was a comment
from the local Maui District Health Office and they I think they were just directing the
applicants to...to review those standard comments and apply any which are applicable. And
the way the Condition is written does provide some discretion in...in its enforcement and...and
conformation pf fulfillment because it says to the satisfaction of the Department of Health or
Department of Planning So as long as we had some nod from the Department of Health, for
example, that...that it appeared that their standard comments were being addressed that would
be fulfillment of...of that condition.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Munekiyo, did you have anything you wanted to add?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Just perhaps I...I think Mr. Dack has explained what the intent of DOH's standard
comments are but perhaps if I could cite a couple of examples which may give the Committee
some idea of what it is that DOH typically looks for. And these, again, related to applicable
standards. Not all of 'em will be applicable this...to this project but I can just cite as an
example what the DOH is looking for in terms of solid waste. They ask that we comply with
their Chapters 342H and 3421 relating to solid... solid waste management control. They ask
that we comply with clean water and safe drinking water provisions in their Hawaii
Administrative Rules. So these are the kinds of things that are...are listed in this
comprehensive list of...standards. And whatever applies to this project, of course, would need
to be addressed by the Department.
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CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. Members, does that clarify for you what this condition refers
to? Anything more we need to do with that? If not—I see consensus. We will move on.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Consensus.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED CONSENSUS. (SK, DM, BM, WN, JP, MV, MM, GB)
ACTION: APPROVE CONDITION NO. 10.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. No. 11--That in order to mitigate potential water pollution, and to the
satisfaction of the Department of Health, a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System,
NPDES, Permit shall be obtained. Any comments from the—Mr. Munekiyo, any comment on
this?
MR. MUNEKIYO: No, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: You'll go after this permit?
MR. MUNEKIYO: This is a standard comment which would apply and so compliance with this
provision would be needed.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, questions? Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Madam Chair, for Mr. Munekiyo. This is a requirement. The...this
particular permit because it addresses your grading, your grubbing,
your... your... your...waterflow. This is a required permit you need to...to get?
MR. MUNEKIYO: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: So, Madam Chair, so why would something like this be listed if this
is a standard permit requirement? Maybe Planning can tell us?
CHAIR BAISA: Planning, can you help us?
MR. DACK: This was included at the request of the Department of Health. I'm not sure absolutely
why they make that request but we did include a condition. I agree that it's a requirement
anyway so if you wish to not have it...have it included, I don't think you would lose anything.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah. Madam Chair, you know, I...I think the Department of Health
is just kinda like overboard, yeah. The...the...the Condition we just dealt with gave us a litany
of what they have to do and they should've just more or less tried to condense everything
because it's just too much. This No. 11, it's...it's not a luxury item. It's a requirement that
they need to comply with in order to...to move the project forward so it just seems like it's
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redundant to add it in as a condition when if you wanna build a structure, you're gonna have to
comply with this. So food for thought. Let's just dump No. 11.
CHAIR BAISA: Is that a motion?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: If not, I move to, Madam Chair, I move to eliminate No. 11 since it is
already a requirement in the permit structure.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Second.
CHAIR BAISA: I hear a motion by Chair Mateo, seconded by Member Nishiki to eliminate or delete
Condition 11 because it's redundant. Any discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I just wanna ask the Department. You know, you said that this
Board of—I...I shouldn't say Board of—the Department of Health requested this. And you
used the word "requested". Am I correct?
MR. DACK: I think...that sounds like the word I used, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah. No, I just wanna make sure because it...it wasn't
mandated. It wasn't required. Because, you know, I hate to take something out and get them
upset at us and then and make us go over something later on. So I mean I understand
redundancy and I agree with Chair Mateo. If it's a redundant thing and we don't need it, let's
throw it out. But if it's going to hold back things and become a problem later, then that's what
I'm asking. It was just requested because we gotta do it anyhow or did they feel like they
wanted it in there so that they could see it, you could see it, we could see it, everybody could
see it. I don't know. I'm asking you that question.
MR. DACK: Their letter just indicated NPDES permit coverage is required for the project.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. And so...so...so then why do we put it in there? Because
they said it was required or, again—and I'm sorry, Madam Chair, I'm beating a dead horse
maybe but I just wanna get this clear because I don't wanna move on and then have a problem
with it later. 'Cause if that's the case, let's leave it in there and move on 'cause it's gonna be
done one way or the other.
MR. DACK: It will be done one way or the other. It was... since it was a... comment from them we
did include it as a...as a recommended condition but, yes, County understands that it's a
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requirement anyway. So its deletion would probably not make much difference. It... it would
be required whether...it's part of the condition or not.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, fine. Thank you, Madam Chair. I'm comfortable with
that motion.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Molina.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Yeah, Madam Chair, with regards to the, you know, Mr. Dack stating that
the Department of Health had recommended that we put this in as conditions, do we have any
documentation from the Department of Health? Or, if Mr. Dack can respond. Who...whom
did you speak with from the Department of Health?
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Dack?
MR. DACK: Well, actually let me...let me...I should correct my earlier statement then. This...thisI'm looking at the letter of June 27, Exhibit 29 to the Department's report. The offered—it said
the following comments are offered. NPDES permit coverage is required for this project.
They did not clearly indicate...desire...or request that this be included as a condition. We
have...the Department Planning has a number of times tried to request agencies to identify
when we would like to have—when they would like to have their comments be made
conditions and when they wouldn't. Most departments have not been responsive to that so
Department staff has to pick and choose, make...take our best guesses as when to include
some...a comment as a condition or not. In this case, it...it...it may...it does appear it
probably was repetitive. But, no, they didn't specifically request it. They just made that as a
comment that it's required.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you. And, you know, Madam Chair, I ask this again now along
the lines with what Chair Mateo was saying. Some of...these things may be somewhat
redundant. And I don't know about the rest of the other eight conditions, which of these are.
You know, like if the applicant has to do it anyway, what is the need to incorporate these as
official conditions? You know, so I'm just curious. I don't know if Mr. Dack can answer that
right now. Or, Madam Chair, whenever the appropriate time. I mean after Condition 11—for
example, even Condition 15 with the Department of Water Supply, efficient fixtures and so
forth. I mean if we're going to build a County facility and our own County Water Department
encourages and promotes the use of water-saving fixtures, I mean why do we even need to
incorporate this as a condition? So I just kind of leave that out on the table, Madam Chair.
Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Well, Members, we have a motion on the floor. Any additional discussion? If not,
all those in favor say, "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
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CHAIR BAISA: Opposed, "no"?
VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Kaho' ohalahala, Mateo,
Medeiros, Nishiki, Pontanilla, Victorino,
Vice-Chair Molina, and Chair Baisa.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: Councilmember Johnson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: DELETE CONDITION NO. 11.
CHAIR BAISA: Motion carries. No. 11 will be deleted. And Ms. Nakata, does that now mean that 12
becomes 11? Or...
MS. NAKATA: Yes, Madam Chair. Staff will renumber accordingly.
CHAIR BAISA: Staff will renumber accordingly when they...when they clean this up after our...our
work today. Okay. No. 12 as it exists. That, in order to mitigate potential noise pollution
during construction, and to the satisfaction of the Department of Health, a noise permit shall be
obtained, if required, prior to the commencement of construction. Comments? Again, if you
feel this is, you know, redundant, then just let's take it out. Member Molina.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Thank you, Madam Chair. If I could ask the applicant?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Mr. Munekiyo, is No. 12—you have to do that anyway or is this...
MR. MUNEKIYO: This is a requirement.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: It's a requirement anyway.
MR. MUNEKIYO: It's a permit that is required. And whether or not it's actually triggered, in other
words whether or not the contractor needs to seek a noise permit would depend on, of course,
the construction methodology. For example, there may be hoe ramming because of the...blue
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rock conditions. And we won't know until he actually develops his specific construction
methodology. But if the contractor believes it to be needed, he will need to apply for this
community noise permit.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Okay. Thank you, Madam Chair. If I could ask Planning the same, their
comments? Because it is a, you know, following up on Mr. Munekiyo's comments.
CHAIR BAISA: Planning?
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Can...can we take this out or should we just leave it in for the time being?
MR. DACK: I think you can take it out but this I...think is a little bit different nature than
Condition 11. Condition 11 says by their...by the Department of Health's requirements, it's
absolutely is required. The...their comment that led to Condition 12 says a noise permit may
be required and should be obtained. So it's a...there's a little more question about it and would
feel that it would be a little bit more reasonable to leave Condition 12 in. But it, again, if it's a
requirement—since we do not yet know if it's a requirement as Mr...Munekiyo indicated. The
contractor will figure that out later on.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Okay, thank you. Well, Madam Chair, being that there's some uncertainty
with this, then I'm...I'm okay with leaving it in.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, any additional comments, questions? Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Madam Chair. And maybe for the Planning Department
or the consultant. So as Mr. Munekiyo mentioned sometimes the construction will go on and
then if it's determined that there is a noise pollution and the contractor will go get the permit.
Planning or...or Mr. Munekiyo, who would monitor the decibels that would trigger the...the
permit?
MR. MUNEKIYO: I understand the Department of Health would be the monitoring entity.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So that...they would have to be on site to determine if the noise
permit is required because of the decibel level?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Well, we'll just have Mr. Fujii respond. I think he might be better prepared.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Fujii, please.
MR. FUJII: Oh, thank you, Madam Chair. Any construction project of this size, the contractor will
have to go through a bunch of procedures. Obtaining or submitting for a noise permit would be
one of those items. Rather than enforce that or if they use that, it's unknown until they really
start that. So what will happen is the—well, once they apply and notify the...the Department
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of Health that they're gonna have this type of construction it sorta triggers that. And a—the
real trigger mechanism would be your neighbors, okay? Now that would be the absolute
trigger that, okay, we've got noise. 'Cause they—once you trigger a noise permit, you've got
time elements when you can and cannot do work. So it probably be from no noise over a
certain decibel to 7:30 or 8 o'clock and no noise after 4:30.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. FUJII: So there are several triggers that would really trigger this. But the monitoring agency
would be the State Department of Health.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for that information. Madam Chair, I would
agree with my colleague, Mr. Molina, that maybe we should leave it in, understanding that we
deal with furlough Fridays now with the State and more cuts coming in this budget, there may
be nobody around to monitor. So I would say leave it in, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Pontanilla. Thank you, Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: . (Chuckles). . . Thank you. Knowing the condition of the
land itself, the topography and what's underneath, you know, leaving this condition in, I think,
is...we...we should leave it in because lot of blue rocks.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. Any additional comments on this condition? If not, we'll move on.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: 'Kay.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, No. 13--That, in order to mitigate potential noise pollution during operation of
the police station and to the satisfaction of the Department of Health, the location of stationary
equipment such as compressors and the heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC)
equipment shall take into consideration the attenuation of noise from these sources. Any
comments?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR BAISA: I've seen that before.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, we've seen this.
CHAIR BAISA: When we built the MEO building in Molokai. We had to put the stuff in the back.
I... and I do know this is an issue in neighborhoods that have stores, big stores, that it...it
becomes a real issue.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Right.
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CHAIR BAISA: Any...anything else? Otherwise, moving on. Okay, No. 14.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: We already did that.
CHAIR BAISA: We pretty much took care of already. Any additional comments on that?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR BAISA: 15. That, in order to limit project impacts upon...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: We did that one, too.
CHAIR BAISA: I'm—yes. Yeah, we took care of that. We're...we're into water efficiency fixtures.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yep.
CHAIR BAISA: Any comments on those? No?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR BAISA: Sixteen.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
just wanted to ask the Police Department because it just is on
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:
my mind about the...the water estimation use. Captain Hudson, what's the current police
station, what's the daily use there? And...
MR. HUDSON: Almost 2,600 gallons a day.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Twenty six hundred gallons a day. But that's including
landscaping?
MR. HUDSON: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: All right. And you do a lot of landscaping there? Watering?
MR. HUDSON: We water everyday, yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Everyday. Okay. So there's no way of figuring the breakdown of
that. I...and...and my concern is that you're not giving a more...a conservative estimate
and...and then the Department, the Water Department says, well, you guys are going way over
now, you know. And then it becomes a problem then.
MR. HUDSON: I...I believe that the...the estimate given by the Water Department and by their
calculations is fairly accurate.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. HUDSON: And the reason why I feel this is because we have police recruit classes that take
showers at the station down at Hale Makai. We have a bigger workforce that will be down at
Hale Makai as opposed to the Kihei station. The estimate of 1,500 gallons just for potable use,
I think, is a fair and accurate estimate.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for that information. Mahalo, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, Member Medeiros. What does it say? Water... shower with a friend.
. . . (Laughter). . . No. 16--That, in order to mitigate potential impacts to cultural resources, and
to the satisfaction of the State Historic Preservation Division, work on the project site shall
cease in the event that iwi kupuna or native Hawaiian cultural or traditional deposits are
encountered during construction or ground altering activities. Members, comments?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR BAISA: Chair has a...has a comment about this. It does say that if we find anything, we stop.
I think the question remains of how do we begin again? Can anybody enlighten us?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, there...there is a process for that. And I'm sure Mr.
Munekiyo knows that process having been involved with many projects.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Munekiyo.
MR. MUNEKIYO: Madam Chair, yes, the...the State Historic Preservation Division actually has
Hawaii Administrative Rules. It...they...they...it's referenced as...Subtitle 13, Chapter 300,
Rules of Practice and Procedures Relating to Burial Sites and Human Remains. And so perhaps
to bring some clarity to this condition, if I may, Madam Chair, suggest that in the event the iwi
kupuna or Native Hawaiian cultural or traditional deposits are encountered during construction
or ground altering activities, the applicant or...or project proponent shall coordinate with the
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State Historic Preservation Division to comply with the Rules of Practice and Procedure
Relating to Burial Sites and Human Remains.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, you've heard the suggestion. Comments?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I think that's one good idea. What do you think? I...I move
that...
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I move that we accept that change in language.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Second.
MS. NAKATA: Madam Chair, could Staff get it read through a little more slowly, please?
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Munekiyo, would you please repeat that addition so that Staff would get it
correct? By the way, we have a motion by Member Victorino and a second by Member
Medeiros to incorporate this language
MS. MUNEKIYO: The suggested amendment, Madam Chair, would be that in the event that iwi
kupuna or native Hawaiian cultural or traditional deposits are encountered during construction
or ground altering activities, the applicant shall coordinate with the State Historic Preservation
Division to insure compliance with the Rules of Practice and Procedure Relating to Burial Sites
and Human Remains.
CHAIR BAISA: Staff, you have that?
MS. NAKATA: I apologize, not entirely. I may need to just get it from Mr. Munekiyo later.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Munekiyo, once more and a little slower 'cause we don't take shorthand. Go
ahead.
MR. MUNEKIYO: Sure. That, in the event that iwi kupuna or native Hawaiian cultural or traditional
deposits are encountered during construction or ground altering activities, the applicant shall
coordinate with State Historic Preservation Division to insure compliance with the Rules of
Practice and Procedure Relating to Burial Sites and Human Remains.
CHAIR BAISA: Usual practice and procedures and the rest?
MR. MUNEKIYO: Relating to Burial Sites and Human Remains.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay.
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MR. MUNEKIYO: And, Madam Chair, for reference that's Hawaii Administrative Rules, Title 13,
Subtitle 13.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, comments?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes. Member Pontanilla .... (end of tape, start 3B at 4:00 p.m.). . .
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: --look at the applicant as the Department of Police. So maybe
rather than applicant, the Department of Police? So that it's consistent throughout the
document.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. The MPD. Okay. Members, did you all get the amendment? Any
discussion?
MS. NAKATA: Madam Chair, and this would replace the existing language in the condition?
CHAIR BAISA: I'm sorry, Madam.
MS. NAKATA: This amendment would replacement the existing language in the condition?
CHAIR BAISA: It adds to it.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It adds to it.
CHAIR BAISA: It adds to it.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: It starts right after the last...
CHAIR BAISA: It adds right after what already exists. So all of the stuff that's there--That, in order
to mitigate potential impacts to cultural resources, and to the satisfaction of the State Historic
Preservation Division, work on the project shall cease. In the event that iwi kupuna or native
Hawaiian cultural or traditional deposits are encountered during construction or ground altering
activities, the Police Department shall coordinate with HSPD [sic] to ensure compliance with
usual practices and procedures relating to burial sites and human remains. Is that what we're?
MS. NAKATA: Rules of practice and procedure, I believe.
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CHAIR BAISA: Usual [sic] practice and procedures. Okay. Everybody okay?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yep.
CHAIR BAISA: Any more discussion? If not, all those in favor, please say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed, "no"?

VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Johnson, Kaho'ohalahala,
Mateo, Medeiros, Nishiki, Pontanilla, Victorino,
Vice-Chair Molina, and Chair Baisa.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: AMEND CONDITION NO. 16.
CHAIR BAISA: Motion carries. We'll mark it nine "ayes". No. 17--That, in order that the project
contribute to the...to a Hawaiian sense of place as recommended by the Office of Hawaiian
Affairs and support the housing and urban design objectives and policies of the Kihei-Makena
Community Plan, and to the satisfaction of the Department of Planning, native plants shall be
incorporated into the landscape planting design. Member Kaho'ohalahala, I think we were
going to do something here.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yes, Madam Chair. I think at the end of that
we...might wanna—oh, I'm sorry. Yes, Madam Chair, I think at the end of that paragraph we
wanted to incorporate the statements of sustainable practices in terms of the use of irrigation
and conservation. I...I don't have the exact language for that. But I would like to also add,
Madam Chair, that in the very...the second to the last sentence in this paragraph where it says
that the Department of Planning, I would like to...amend this by inserting "the Maui Nui
Botanical Gardens".
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Second—sorry.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: I think as...as a review organization or entity, that
when we're looking at trying to set a sense of place with Hawaiian flora as part of what we
would like to...enhance in this particular project that you have a review entities here including
OHA and Urban Design...Review Board and the Department of Planning. I'm just wondering
if we...we could insert the...the Maui Nui Botanical Garden as one more there. And then
following that with the...with the sentence or the phrase that—yeah. If you...
MR. FUJII: Carla might have that. She didn't take it down?
MS. NAKATA: Oh!
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Carla, do you have that--the original statement?
CHAIR BAISA: If we could have a very brief recess so that Carla can work with Mr. Fujii to come up
with that language. If we could please stay because remember, Members, we have very little
time and we wanna wrap this up today. So we'll go into a very short recess. Meeting is now in
recess. . . . (gavel) .. .

RECESS:

4:06 p.m.

RECONVENE: 4:14 p.m.
CHAIR BAISA: . . . (gavel) . . . Will the meeting please come back to order? Do we have that
language that we'd like to insert, Madam...Ms. Nakata?
MS. NAKATA: Madam Chair, Condition No. 17, I believe the proposal is to amend it to read as
follows, that, in order that the project contribute to a Hawaiian sense of place as recommended
by the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and support the housing and urban design objectives and
policies of the Kihei-Makena Community Plan, and to the satisfaction of the Department of
Planning and Maui Nui Botanical Gardens, Inc., native Hawaiian plants shall be incorporated
into the landscape planting design. Said landscape planting design shall insure that plants used
are conducive to the area and shall use the least amount of water.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, you heard the proposed amendment. Do we have a...a motion?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So moved.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Second.
CHAIR BAISA: We have a motion made by Member Kaho'ohalahala and seconded by Member
Molina. Any discussion of the amendment?
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Madam Chairman.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, can I have...maybe comments from either the Planning
or the Police Department in regards to that language?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Police Department?
MR. HUDSON: Thank you, Madam Chair. The Police Department says that it's okay with those
words or the verbiage is okay.
CHAIR BAISA: Planning Department?
MR. DACK: And I might suggest that you consider using the words "or" in there. That would give
the opportunity for clearance by either Department of Planning or the Maui Nui Botanical
Gardens. Police Department indicates that they haven't worked with the Maui Nui Botanical
Gardens before and that...that would provide more flexibility.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That can be a friendly amendment.
CHAIR BAISA: Any... any comments about that?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Madam Chair?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I think that would...
CHAIR BAISA: One at a time, guys.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Sony.
CHAIR BAISA: Sorry. Member Kaho'ohalahala, please.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, I...we would be amenable to that "and/or".
And...and, in our brief clarification on the language. It was to make sure that we understand
that the Department of Planning, if they're gonna have review over the review of native flora
that it would be helpful for them to have an entity that's recognized to do so to help them in that
process, not to... strain them with the process.
CHAIR BAISA: Member...Pontanilla, any more? No? Members, are we okay with the "and/or"?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: The friendly amendment?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: Maker of the motion and seconders? You folks are okay?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yes.
MS. NAKATA: So the amendment is to replace the word "and" with "or"? It would be Department of
Planning or Maui Nui Botanical Gardens, Inc.?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I think it's "and/or".
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: And/or.
CHAIR BAISA: Did we want "and/or" or "or"?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: And/or.
CHAIR BAISA: And/or? That's what I heard.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Uh-huh.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. It's "and/or", Ms. Nakata. Okay, Members, we're clear? All those in favor,
please say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed say, "no"?
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VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Johnson, ICaho'ohalahala,
Mateo, Medeiros, Nishiki, Pontanilla, Victorino,
Vice-Chair Molina, and Chair Baisa.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: AMEND CONDITION NO. 17.
CHAIR BAISA: Motion carries. Nine "ayes". No. 18--That, in order to mitigate potential project
impacts upon traffic, and to the satisfaction of the State Department of Transportation or the
Department of Public Works, the Department of Police shall align the access road for the new
police station with Kanani Road to minimize turning conflicts for entering and exiting vehicles.
Comments? Any comments from the applicant? No comments?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes. Yes, Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Madam Chair. I just wanted to ask the Police
Department or the consultant, is there just one single egress-ingress to this facility?
MR. HUDSON: Yes, sir, that's correct. There's only one.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And when leaving the facility to access Piilani Highway
on an emergency response mode, will the police vehicles just be using their vehicle's
accessories or would you be able to use the traffic light in order to access Piilani Highway?
MR HUDSON: Some of the...some of the vehicles are equipped with that ability. My...my answer
would be yes. We'd be able to control that, to a limited extent. Not all vehicles would.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. HUDSON: But all the vehicles that would be going through the red lights would definitely have
the required emergency equipment.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh. Okay. If not all vehicles have them, was there a
consideration to extend a light out like the Fire Department that goes on so the vehicles can,
you know, exit the road up to the police facility onto Piilani Highway with warning to
oncoming traffic?
MR. HUDSON: Right now that was...that was not a consideration.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see. Okay, thank you, Department. Mahalo, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Captain Hudson, the concern is on your left turn lane off of Piilani.
Now that this is gonna be a...an area where you're going to have a lot more cars in and out,
how many storage —
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Lane capacity.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --spots are there on Piilani? I guess the reason is is because of the—
if it's... it's inadequate then you're gonna block Piilani, yeah? The two lanes that are going
headed towards Wailea. Do you happen to know what the holding capacity is of how many
vehicles?
MR. HUDSON: Not offhand, I don't. But let's...let's take a little closer look at that question. The
police station is...is put in that place for a matter of convenience and security for the entire
community. You're not gonna be responding all the time from the police station. Most of your
vehicles are gonna be on the road when they do respond. Vehicles coming out of that
particular...facility going emergency response won't number more than two or three because
you only have five beats down there right now. So...we're taking a look at that. And, of
course, because I'm saying this the very first time we open the...the station there's gonna be
whole bunch of responses right out of the station. But most police responses are from beat
officers already on the road. They don't always come from the station. That being said, and
this is probably why the...the State Department of Transportation says the...the impact on
traffic is gonna be negligible. You're not gonna have that many coming out all at one time.
But let's get back to your original question. How many...how many holding spots are there?
How many pockets are there? I don't know. I will have to...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, this would be...this would be cars that are actually going into
that facility. And I don't know what the operation is, but that's the reason for the
storage pocket. But anyway, I'm sure that you are probably more aware of that and you can
address it with the State.
MR. HUDSON: Yes, we...we will definitely looking...
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: . . .impede...traffic there.
MR. HUDSON: Yes, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Any further comments on this issue?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes. Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Just one...one final question. Captain Hudson, who else would
use that roadway besides the police?
MR. HUDSON: Monsanto would be using that roadway.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Monsanto and...and there's no other companies up there
or...or...or operations?
MR. HUDSON: Well, as a...as a...the Police Department wants to be good neighbors and...and so we
met with Monsanto. We talked a lot about Monsanto. Monsanto's parking facility is located
mauka of where our driveway would be. Okay. So that means if we're responding out of the
station with emergency response we're gonna come right through...right over them. We're
gonna be putting in a warning light similar to the one that you mentioned about the fire station
more up to alert Monsanto's people that police officers are coming out of there pretty quick.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you, Captain Hudson. Mahalo, Madam Chairman.
CHAIR BAISA: Before we move on, the Chair would like to call your attention to the letter that we
received from the State Department of Transportation. We were hoping they could join us
today but, of course, we gave them very late notice. But they were kind enough to send a letter
that's dated January 28 th , 2010. And quoting from the letter, it says—and this is from
Brennon...Morioka—it says, thank you for requesting DOT review and...of the subject project.
DOT previously provided comments in its letter dated May 15 th , attached. And now we offer
supplemental comments. DOT does not anticipate any significant adverse...impacts to the
nearby State highway, Piilani Highway, given the proposed...current proposed staffing levels
for the subject project. However, DOT requests that Maui County work with DOT Highways
Division Planning Branch in the Maui District Office to ensure the details regarding the access
to Piilani Highway and the intersection at Piilani Highway and Kanani Road are satisfactory to
the DOT Highways Division. For example, the distance between the police station driveway
and Pi'ilani Highway would need to be checked, particularly given if further land development
occurs in the mauka direction. We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments. I wanted
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to get that into the record and I don't know if you want to include that in this condition
or...amend this condition to somehow require that coordination although I do know that's
going to happen. Any comment? Yes, Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Thank you. Madam Chair, then as...as I'm reading
this, is the Department of Transportation now saying that the distance...or the road that you just
described now has to somehow be changed if there is other development going on?
CHAIR BAISA: Captain Hudson?
MR. HUDSON: To my understanding from this is they wanna make sure that our actual entrance into
our...our...parking lot, our property is far enough away from existing Piilani Highway. And I
believe according to the drawings we have, it is set back quite a ways already.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: So this comment doesn't make a lot of sense then?
MR. HUDSON: Well, this...the comment about working with the State Department of Transportation,
the Police Department had no concerns with this and will work with them.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Yeah.
MR. HUDSON: The comment about setting the...the thing far enough back, I think we've already
accomplished.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Any other comment? Any desire to amend the wording of 18?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: No.
CHAIR BAISA: Seeing none, I guess we will just leave it alone then.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Right.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay. We have a proposal from Member Nishiki which we need to handle also.
He's proposed an additional Condition, No. 19. Mr. Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. I wanna talk to Mr. Fujii or Captain...Hudson because it says
that this building is designed to accept photovoltaic infrastructure. And it was stated by the
architect, Mitsunaga and Associates, I think, Mr. Fujii specifically. It said and...and...and
you're quoted by saying that, "however, the budget may not allow for installation." My
question is—you know, and then we were told this is not gonna be a green building. I think
that we are fully aware of the high electricity rates that County government pays for especially
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our sewer treatment plant, for the pumping. Police Department, all our County buildings
should be examples now. I mean Fire Department is probably behind in this addressing this
concern. But why do we have a building that is designed to accept photovoltaic infrastructure
and yet why are we not putting it in? You're putting in, from reading Mr. Munekiyo on the
hard copy today, you're putting in a use of a chilled water system with water-cooled chillers.
You're putting in chillers with high-efficiency to reduce chiller energy usage by 30 percent. So
obviously you're thinking about trying to save electricity and, you know, creating this type of
building here. You're putting in variable air volume cooling towers. And yet you're only
building a design capable of accommodating...a photovoltaic system. So what's the problem?
Why isn't it in so that we can save electricity?
MR. FUJII: Okay, I understand your question very well. Photovoltaic is an amenity right now. Okay,
when you talk about air condition, air conditioning for that building is a necessity. So
whenever there's a necessity we...we...we try to design that in the...the most sustainable
fashion right now. That building will not operate without air conditioning. You do have
electrical power. So we do have other amenities in there right now to try to conserve electricity
by designing a lighting system that if you do not have a body in that room, it'll shut off in five
or ten minutes. So that if the room is not occupied, electricity will not be on. Why we design
that facility to accept photovoltaic? Photovoltaic has a...has a cost by itself. It's an amenity.
It's not needed, I do understand that. So we designed that with in mind that with future
funding, if it's possible to do that, it's ready to accept photovoltaic without having to do a
whole lot of design, I mean design changes to the building. See, so you...we...we can adapt to
photovoltaic with minimal design to the electrical system. So we have rooms that were
designed that the Police Department can use as storage for the time being. Should the funding
become available for photovoltaic you'd be able to put that...the amenity in there with...with
less expense.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHKI: You know...
MR. FUJII: The other thing that both—excuse me. Oh.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No, go ahead! Continue.
MR. FUJII: No, the other thing that we haven't...we don't know the factor, it's a 24
operation...24-hour operation. So the photovoltaic system that we would have here, we'll have
the panels. We will be selling the electricity back to MECO. Then MECO would be selling—
well, well, we'll have a...a net metering system which would meter the amount the electricity
we sell back and the amount of electricity the Police Department uses. And they'll be charged
for that usage. The thing that is unknown to us right now is that a high usage entity such as this
facility has a special rate by MECO. So the next...the next—how should I say—study that we
need to do is sit down with MECO to find out that, okay, this facility's electrical use is dropped
down to this much because of the photovoltaic system, would their initial cost or their special
cost or price that they have now would go up. And the differential is...why...what we had a
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little bit difficult time right now to say that...that cost savings would pay for the photovoltaic
system.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. And...and...and...and you explain that very well, okay? I'm
not here to argue this point. I'm here to say you said what we need to do. I'm saying, why
didn't you do it? Because I'm...I'm very familiar with the last police station that we did
and... and the myriad of change orders that went millions of dollars, okay? And...and...and I
don't want to see this kind of action being done again. I don't know what it's going to cost for
now to put a...photovoltaic system in and I don't know what you're going to...what kind of
guts you're gonna be taking out. But that's added cost. So my question is why haven't you
done and consulted with Maui Electric based on...photovoltaic system. Why don't you have
those kinds of costs so that you can give us today an idea of whether we should fund this and
put it in or not? What type of dollars' savings we're going to get by putting it in?
MR. FUJII: Okay...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: This is the...this is the question that to me if we're paying you, that's
your job. You...you do it.
MR. FUJII: You...you're absolutely correct and we haven't taken this lightly. We have a very large
school on Oahu and the photovoltaic system now has, since we started to design this, since
when this project started inception was a very, very expensive system. Okay, that we
know...that I know for a fact because we have a school that is under...construction right now
on Oahu which we have photovoltaic. And that had increase for an entire school. It increased
the budget by almost $2 million by incorporating this system. But it is in there. So
what...what happened to that project is—and we had some flexibility in there—that we could
take out a wing of classrooms so that we could accommodate this type of system which for the
Department of Education wasn't just a suggestion. It is a requirement by the
Department...Department of Education that that we meet a silver...LEED silver rating which
photovoltaic was a very big part of it. This police station, again, it's a very special...type of
building. It's a secured building that has interior security-type elements that you cannot have
large windows or large openings to bring in natural lighting would...would further reduce the
use of electrical power which then at that point would help reduce this, then photovoltaic...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Let me cut it to the...
MR. FUJII: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Let me cut to the chase, okay? How much—you probably don't even
know this answer—but how much more would it have cost if we put in this system?
MR. FUJII: Well, we're going through that exercise now since this was brought up but when we
started this about a year and a half ago. We were thinking that this just to put this photovoltaic
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system would have added about to close to a million dollars, a little plus a million dollars at
that...at that present time.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay. So...so...so...so I guess if you had included that in then this
Council could probably have...maybe will make a decision whether we wanna see
this... system installed.
MR. FUJI!: But...
would think that we would...really wanna know what
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: But
that energy savings would be. And I would hope because you've mentioned this that it would
be a energy savings. To, again, redo something that's already done to put in this system, I...I
think is really a waste but...
MR. FUJII: Ah, yeah, we're not...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: You're not giving us the full information.
MR. FUJII: Yeah, I mean, it's... it's designed to the point that, you know, when you say redo, we're
not really redoing the system. We have space. You're...installing a system to an existing
system. So we're... we're creating amenities so that you don't have to go and redo. Let... you
know, if you gotta redo, knock something down to put in and take something off line. What we
have there is the capacity that, should future funding be available, that we can add on to the
system to...to enhance the...to enhance the...the...the building.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So...so you're saying...your reason is, is because it is extra cost,
right?
MR. FUJII: Ah, yeah. We were very, I mean, this is...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: That's what it is?
MR. FUJII: Yeah, it is. We're very budget...conscious on...on the design aspect of this. So what we
have now is—we designed the building to the full need of the Police Department and it was a
contra-design decision at that time when the building was fully designed that...
chewed the chewed on this one. I
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah,
just...I kinda wanted to add this Condition in, you know. "That, in order to be energy efficient,
photovoltaic infrastructure shall be installed and utilized provided that funding is available."
Again, iffunding is available. Again, not enough information, Madam Chairman. But I would
hope, Captain Hudson, that if we put this in you can work with them to figure out if, from the
onset, we can put it in but...
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MR. HUDSON: Mr. Nishiki, if I...if I may?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah.
MR. HUDSON: There's a couple of things. First of all, as a point of correction, the last police station
built in Maui County was built in 2004 on Lanai. And that station was completed on time and
within budget. There was very minimal change orders. And this was after a $500,000 cut in
the original bid. I...I know this because I was project manager on that.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And...and all of that, you're absolutely right. I'm talking about this
big one right here.
MR. HUDSON: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And...and...and let me tell you—I'm not gonna argue this—but
because I know and...and we as Council Members had seen so many change orders that it
was —
MR. HUDSON: Yes, I understand.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: --millions.
MR. HUDSON: Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: Gentlemen —
MR. HUDSON: That's...
CHAIR BAISA: --the Chair will entertain a motion to include this...condition if that is the will of...of
the maker. I don't think it hurts anything to have it in there 'cause it very clearly says
"provided that funding is available".
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Nishiki, would you like to make that motion?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I'd like to make the motion. If...to add in under Condition—Carla,
18? 19?
CHAIR BAISA: Well, we...she's gonna renumber because we took one out.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second.
CHAIR NISHIKI: That a condition be added to state that—and I think that all Members have it,
including the Police Department—in order to be energy efficient photovoltaic infrastructure
shall be installed and utilized provided that funding is available, period.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second, Madam Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. We have a motion by Member Nishiki and a second by
Member Victorino. Discussion? Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. Thank you, Madam Chair. I was hoping before
a motion was made that we would ask—I just had a few more questions about renewable
energy. Right now we're just focusing on photovoltaic. Well, did you look at other kinds of
energy efficiencies in terms of the...the building design? And specifically I wanna call to
the...the co-generation of heat because you're talking about the...the need for keeping the...the
facility cool. And how will you be providing that kind of energy to keep it cool is gonna be
very high heat producing. So are you incorporating that into a co-heat generation,
co-generation kind of system?
MR. FUJII: Yes, yes we are. And just to expand on that a little bit more and part of the problem
that...that...that we have a little bit of a height issue over there is we have—we created this
space within that building that would keep that building cooler. Because heat rises to the top.
We go in with a flat surface roof, I mean you generate more heat. And that was part of
that...part...part of our design so that you do...that we use less energy to cool that building
down. And we're using the same system to produce hot water for showers.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And then just a real quick question. Is your
building design right now oriented to the best advantage for photovoltaics?
MR. FUJII: That I cannot answer you but it's designed so that when we...we can place panels to get
the optimum use of that...
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah, not what I'm asking, though. It...it just means
that we haven't spent enough time really looking at the...that part of a design in the building
where we talk about LEED certification and incorporating a lot of those kinds of energy
efficiencies. But we've left out some very basic things like building orientation, you know, for
photovoltaics. We're gonna make it photo PV plug-in ready but we haven't thought about it
being PV oriented, you know. So I'm...I'm asking those simple questions because it...it...it is
amazing. And I agree with Member Nishiki that we can no longer as a County government
work on projects like this that are gonna be long-term without the...the idea that energy
efficiencies, renewable energies have to be a part of how the County now moves to...to design
its own buildings that are efficient, you know. The fact that you're saying that we should
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consider that we get a higher...we're...because we're higher-use entity that we get a reduced
rate, you know, for... for electricity should not even be a consideration. You know, either we're
gonna be efficient in energy or we're not. But I don't want us to use that as reasons for not
looking in these directions. That we should just decide that we're gonna do it. The...the real
question remains is what is that going to cost us? And then give us all the information that's
necessary so that we can make the decision. So, and I think right now for what we have is very
little information and yet we're trying to talk about our efficiencies and the idea of...of moving
in that direction. So...so I will support the motion but I just wanna know whether or not we're
limiting ourselves with only the fact that you're looking at photovoltaic as the infrastructure
and not be more broad in general for all the possible kinds of infrastructure that lead us to
efficiencies rather than just photovoltaics.
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Kaho' ohalahala, what the Chair is hearing is that you might want to see some
different wording, not necessarily only photovoltaics but you'd like to see alternative renewable
energy and all kinds of, you know, energy savings built into this building. And this is why I
raise the question. . . . (end of tape, start 4A at 4:41 p.m.). . . After that they...they were doing
as much as they could. I think there's been some concern about the cost of... energy saving
devices being in, you know, or...or cost of things but, of course, we all know over the long
term —
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Right.
CHAIR BAISA: --you know, the pay back is wonderful. And I think they were trying to stay within
budget. So, you know, trying not to ask for too much. But I like the wording in here that says,
you know, if funding is available. So, you know, if we wanna expand it, we can expand it. And
if money is available, and...and —
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: --technology is available, well, let's...let's do it.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Well, what I, Madam Chair, what I don't wanna do is
just limit ourselves to only one type of renewable —
CHAIR BAISA: I understand.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: --in this statement. So if we were going to be broad
and look at all the possibilities, then that would be what I would like to ask for consideration by
the...the make of the motion.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, if I can respond?
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: The only reason why I put it in there, Sol, and...and because now you
have made reason why we should look other than that was because of Mr. Fujii's statement that
this building is design—quote—this building is designed to accept photovoltaic infrastructure.
And then he goes on to say—quote—however, the budget may not allow for installation, end of
quote. That's all. So if we can develop language, that is fine. That would allow other types of
technology.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, you know, we're, of course, running over our time and I don't know how
much longer I have my quorum. I did some...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I'm done.
CHAIR BAISA: I did promise you I'd try to get you out at 4:30 and we're getting to 5:00. Do we
want to spend a little more time trying to craft a different language, or do we want to go with
what is proposed and we could amend this at First Reading? But you know how I hate to do
that.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Me, too. . . . (Laughter).. .
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman.
CHAIR BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Madam Chair, can we...
CHAIR BAISA: Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: I...I think to get this done real fast is that maybe use some
other word other than, you know, this technology, photovoltaic. Maybe something in regards to
energy efficient infrastructure which would include everything else. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Members, you've heard the suggestion. Member Kaho'ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Can...can you repeat that again? I'm sorry, Madam
Chair. I didn't hear it.
CHAIR BAISA: He said...
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Energy efficient infrastructure.
CHAIR BAISA: If we were to...replace the word "photovoltaic" with "energy efficient".
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Infrastructure.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Yeah. And I would say not just "infrastructure" but
even "design," you know. So it leaves us that room to wiggle because right now there's no
understanding even of orientation of the building to at least photovoltaic. So if you would allow
for that expansion, I would be supportive of that.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No objection to the friendly amendment including "design".
CHAIR BAISA: Yes, Member Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I had different wording but I'll just read it real quickly.
CHAIR BAISA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: That energy efficient infrastructure and design be included where
practicable. And that would include things like funding or, you know, how the building is
situated and in...
CHAIR BAISA: I—thank you for your suggestion. I already had a comment about "where practical"
being kinda wishy-washy. So if we could take the best of both worlds and put it together. I
hear...a nice amendment. "That, in order to be energy efficient, energy-efficient design and
infrastructure shall be installed and utilized, provided that funding is available."
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, that's fine.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Good.
CHAIR BAISA: It makes sense?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Fine, yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: I think that takes the best of it.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So you want us to withdraw and make a new motion? Is that
what you're...
CHAIR BAISA: Is just a...it's...it's a friendly amendment.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Friendly amendment.
CHAIR BAISA: Member Nishiki, are you okay with that?
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. No, no objections.
CHAIR BAISA: Is second of the...seconder of the motion was?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Me.
CHAIR BAISA: You. You okay?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, yeah.
CHAIR BAISA: Okay, Members, did we all hear...hear the new version? And we're okay? Okay, no
more discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR BAISA: All those in favor, say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed say, "no"?
VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Johnson, Kaho' ohalahala,
Mateo, Medeiros, Nishiki, Pontanilla, Victorino,
Vice-Chair Molina, and Chair Baisa.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: ADD A NEW CONDITION NO. 18.

CHAIR BAISA: Motion carries with nine "ayes". Members, is there anything else that you would
like to discuss in regards to either the community plan amendment or the...the State
amendments or whatever? That is before us. Member Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Just a fast question for Captain Hudson in regards to our
discussion regarding the fiber cable in front of the proposed building, if there's any?
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CHAIR BAISA: Member Molina...Member Pontanilla, can you repeat that? I'm sorry, I missed it.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Oh, I'm sorry. I had a discussion with Captain Hudson several
days ago maybe. And one of the questions that I posed the Police Department is an
infrastructure of fiber cable between the highway and this proposed building here—I don't
know if you already made that investigation or not.
MR. HUDSON: Mr. Pontanilla, we did look into it. There was a fiber optic cable and other
connections put down over there. But right now I don't know who owns them.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Just so that we'll be aware that there's
other things in the ground. Thank you.
CHAIR BAISA: Yeah. There's a lot of stuff in the ground nowadays. . . . (Laughter). . . We hear
about that a lot. Thank you. Member Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Yeah. Thank you, Chair. I just have one question to
Planning Department. And this is in the...the zoning. And I wanna look for the...the
community plan where...zoned park. Is that correct?
MR. DACK: It is. The community plan designation is park.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. And is that park coming...or that land coming
from any assessment, park assessments?
MR. DACK: I do...I'm not aware of that. I understand the County had acquired the larger parcel a
number of years ago. I don't know by what means. But it had been acquired for the regional
park but then it was later determined that it wouldn't be appropriate for a regional park given
largely the topography and so the regional park that's makai of Piilani Highway has been
pursued instead. And so this is...it is land acquired for park but it's not intended to be used for
that in the... in the foreseeable future.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Madam...Chair, just a quick question to
Corporation Counsel then. Are there...are there issues that we should know about in terms
of...of the park designation and any assessed...park assessments that would lead us to any
concern?
CHAIR BAISA: Mr. Giroux.
MR. GIROUX: Not that I'm aware of at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO'OHALAHALA: Okay. Thank you.
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CHAIR BAISA: Any...any other question? Seeing none...
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Recommendation.
CHAIR BAISA: The Chair will make her recommendation. Members, the Chair will first entertain a
motion to recommend passage on First Reading of the revised proposed bill, entitled "A BILL
FOR AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE KIHEI-MAKENA COMMUNITY PLAN AND
LAND USE MAP FROM PARK TO PUBLIC/QUASI-PUBLIC FOR PROPERTY SITUATED
AT KIHEI, MAUI, HAWAII FOR THE PROPOSED KIHEI POLICE STATION."
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Madam Chair, on your behalf I move to approve a revised proposed bill
entitled, "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE KIHEI-MAKENA
COMMUNITY PLAN AND LAND USE MAP FROM PARK TO PUBLIC/QUASI-PUBLIC
FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT KIHEI, MAUI, HAWAII FOR THE PROPOSED KIHEI
POLICE STATION."
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Second.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you very much. We have a motion made by Member Molina, seconded by
Member Nishiki. Thank you, Member Molina for doing that on my behalf. Is there any... any
discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.
CHAIR BAISA: Hearing none, the Chair will call for the vote. All those in favor of the motion,
please say, "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed, "no"?
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VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Johnson, Kaho' ohalahala,
Mateo, Medeiros, Nishiki, Pontanilla, Victorino,
Vice-Chair Molina, and Chair Baisa.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: FIRST READING OF REVISED COMMUNITY PLAN
AMENDMENT BILL.
CHAIR BAISA: Motion carries. And we'll mark it with nine "ayes". Members, the Chair will next
entertain a motion to recommend passage on First Reading of the revised proposed bill entitled,
"A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE STATE LAND USE DISTRICT
CLASSIFICATION FROM AGRICULTURAL TO URBAN FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT
KIHEI, MAUI, HAWAII FOR THE PROPOSED KIHEI POLICE STATION."
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Madam Chair, again on your behalf, I move to approve "A BILL FOR AN
ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE STATE LAND USE DISTRICT CLASSIFICATION FROM
AGRICULTURAL TO URBAN FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT KIHEI, MAUI, HAWAII
FOR THE PROPOSED KIHEI POLICE STATION."
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Second.
CHAIR BAISA: We have a motion by Member Molina and seconded by Member Nishiki. And you
all heard the motion. Any discussion? All those in favor, please say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed, "no"?
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VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Johnson, Kaho' ohalahala,
Mateo, Medeiros, Nishiki, Pontanilla, Victorino,
Vice-Chair Molina, and Chair Baisa.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: FIRST READING OF REVISED STATE LAND USE
DISTRICT CLASSIFICATION BILL.
CHAIR BAISA: Motion carries. Mark it nine "ayes". Members, the Chair will next entertain a
motion to recommend passage on First Reading of the revised proposed bill entitled, "A BILL
FOR AN ORDINANCE TO CHANGE ZONING FROM AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT TO
P-1 PUBLIC/QUASI-PUBLIC DISTRICT (CONDITIONAL ZONING) FOR PROPERTY
SITUATED AT KIHEI, MAUI, HAWAII FOR THE PROPOSED KIHEI POLICE STATION",
including and incorporating amendments made at today's meeting and to file County
Communication No. 1 0- 1 O.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Madam Chair, again on your behalf, I move to approve a revised proposed
bill entitled, "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE TO CHANGE ZONING FROM
AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT TO P-1 PUBLIC/QUASI-PUBLIC DISTRICT
(CONDITIONAL ZONING) FOR PROPERTY SITUATED AT KIHEI, MAUI, HAWAII FOR
THE PROPOSED KIHEI POLICE STATION", and to include the filing of the County
Communication.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Second.
CHAIR BAISA: And Mr. Molina, would you also include in your motion, including the amendments
made at today's meeting.
VICE-CHAIR MOLINA: Yes, please. That includes the amendments as well. Thank you, Madam
Chair.
CHAIR BAISA: Thank you, very well...very much. Members, any discussion? Seeing none, all
those in favor please say "aye".
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COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
CHAIR BAISA: Opposed, "no"?

VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Johnson, Kaho'ohalahala,
Mateo, Medeiros, Nishiki, Pontanilla, Victorino,
Vice-Chair Molina, and Chair Baisa.
NOES: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC.: None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: FIRST READING OF REVISED CONDITIONAL
ZONING BILL.
CHAIR BAISA: Motion carried. Mark it nine "ayes".
Members, the Chair...that concludes our business today. Chair would like to thank you for
your hard work today. Thank you, all the Staff. Thank you, all the representatives from the
departments, and thank you very much for the applicant. It was a pleasure working with you.
Thank you very much. Members, Police, go out and we hope that we can get this through the
rest of the process and get this approved for you. Thank you very much. This meeting is
adjourned. . . . (gavel) .. .

ADJOURN: 4:54 p.m.
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